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Court orders psychiatric evaluation
Ability to stand trial:

of murdering his girlfriend is fit to
stand trial.

Incriminating statements
Jame., Vinson. 30, of Carbondale.
made by murder suspect is charged with three counts of first•
degree murder for allegedly killing
reason for examination. Terri L. Spillers. 25, also of
By Rob Neff
Daily Egypti,m Rcpor1cr
A Jackson County Judge signed
an order for a psychological exam•
ination Monday to determine
whether a Carbondale man accu!<t.'1.1

Carbondale.
Michael A. Rowland, attorney for
Vinson. said he filed the motion
Thursday to determine Vinson's fi1.
ncs.c; to stand trial hccau.,;c of several incriminating statement-. Vinsol'
ha.c; made.
"(The) ability to stand trial means

II Based on several statements that have appeared
in the media, I do not believe he (Vinson) understands the seriousness of the offense. II

Michael A. Rowland
fames Vinson's attoniey
being able to assist in his defense
and understand the seriousness of
the charges against him," he said.

"Ba.-.ed on several statements that
have appeared in the media. I do not
believe he understands the serious•

ness of the offense...
Police Chief Don Strom told
repol1ers Vinson was arrested after
he implicated himself in Spillers·
murder.
According to Strom, Vinson told
investigators he had argued with
Spillers about drugs the night she
died. Vinson said the argument
es,calated, and he admitted to striking and choking her, Strom said.
Spillers was pronounced dead

VINSON, page 11

Guyon keeps
open mind
on task force
By Stephanie Moletti
0,1ily Egvpti,1n Rcpor1er

Although two of the prehminary
recommendations hcing dis.:usi,cd
by the Mayoml/Presidcnlial Ta.~k
Force on Halloween have been
opposed by both the Uni\·ersity and
Carb<•ndale community. officiab
appear 10 he receptive.
At the ta.sk force's Monday night
mL"Cling. closing thc University dur•
ing HallowL-cn weekend and raising
the bar entry age to 21 were both
dis~"Us!.Cd.
Pn:sident John Guyon ha.-. said in
the pa...i he was opposed to dosing
the Uni\·ersity.
HALLOWEEN, page 5

Lisa Robi:rts (riglit), a serrior in ci11ema a11d photograpliy from Urba11a, lturls a srrowba/1 at Nevin Robil1so11, a graduate in cinema and plrotogm·
pl1y from Murphysboro, outside.lite Co1111111micatio11s Building T11esday ajlcmoan.

Winter weather cause for caution
By Michael D. Deford
D,1ily Egvplian Rcpor1Cf

Inside
Classical pianist Leon
Bates brinr:s varied
musical performance to
Shryock tonight.

page 6

Swimmer sets high goal
to compete al the
NCAA Championship.
p.age 20

Okay. so Punxatawny Phil is a
frJud. He lied to us. let's face it.
spring is nowhere in sight. and the
n.-ccnt snowfall and dropping temperatures in Carbondale are proof.
Now that winter's icy grasp is on
u.,;. CL'l'lain p=.utions must be taken
to ensure perwnal safety from the
element~.
First of all. for those of you bra\'e
(or inebriated) enough to plru:e your
tongue on a flagpole. what should
you do when you find yourself
,tuck'?
According to Dr. William
Hamihon. din."-1or of the Camondalc
Clinic. pulling away from the pole
in a panic h not a wise dL-cision.
..The best thing to do is have
~omconc get some tepid tap water
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cream

fingers 10 avoid frostbite."
Hamilton said the first sign of
frostbite is whiteness on the expo!<t."ll
area.
"If someone is out with a friend
and they notice an area turning
white. they should set the person out
of the cold and into shelter, then i;cek
medical attention; frostbite is a seri•
ous mndition," he said.
Winter can also ha\'e a serious
affect on automobile.'i. During p,."fi•
ods of freezing rain, \1.-indows can
get coated with ice and door locks
can fn.-eze up.
Dave Alexander. manager of
Dave's ,\uto in Carbondale. offers
some suggestion.-. for ear problem.'I.
..When your windows are coated
with ice. one thing you do not want
to do is turn nn your windshield
wipers;· he said. ''Turning them on
will either break the blades or burn
up the motor hccau.<ie they are fro1..en

a., well and will not move."
For those of you who are late for
cla.,s and feel inclined 10 pour hol
water on the windows to ~ve lime.
think again.
"Never pour hot "''ater on a frozen
SNOW,pageS

Gus says, sig.'1 my perition to
execute that lying groundhog.

Simon contemplates life after the Senate
By Dean Weaver

Weather

and pour ii slowly over the area
where the tongue is allached:·
Hamilton said.
"With the
water. it will
Ice
come
off ea.c;ily
made the -.-. ·
old~fa.sh• .'. .. by itself. with
ioned way:-- little irritation:·
with snow.\ .. he said.
the
'.:-~:·:·pige_S oldDespite
cliche.
Hamilton said a
person cannot literally freeze their
posteri(lf off. unle.~s they are a b..w
in the wood~. of course.
Howe\'er. certain precautions
OL-ed to be cnn~idered when people
expose thcmsel\'es 10 cold temperatures.
"'1lk: main thing p..·ople ne,:d to do
when they go out~idc in cold we.alb•
er is 10 1..·over their cxJJO!-Cd extremities:· he said. "You should always
adequately CIJ\'L'f' your face. eal"i and

It is a brisk overcast morning.
only a couple of days before
Thank.~giving. and U.S. Sen. Paul
Simon. D-111., ha.~ invited the local
media to his secluded Southern
Illinois home 10 discuss his recent
decision not 10 seek re-election in
1996.
The press gathering is nothing
fancy or staged. but more of a gel
together among friends.
The house is in rural Makanda. a
small railroad town just south of
Carbondale. population -t02, that
borders the Shawnee National
Forest
Finding Simon's home is not an

easy task. The
gra\·el road nar•
rows until the
only thing left is
a two-mt path
leading to a rus•
tic and charming cabin-style
home built on a
bluff overlook•
ins a stocked .___ _ _ __.
fishing pond
Paul Simon
surrounded by
pine trees.
The only giveaway that this little
woodland retreat is home to the
senior senator of Illinois is the
license plate on the gray-metallic
Chevrolet Caprice parked outside
which bears only the numeral one.

Simon gn.-ets each of his gucsLc; al
the door wearing a pin.wiped oxford
shirt. khakis and penny loafers. He
is not struggling to impress the
media. but making his guests feel
comfonable.
He sits at the table waiting for all
the reporters to arri•,e while his wife
of 30 years, Jeanne. bakes home•
made crescent rolls in the kitchen.
Pemaps one of the reasons Simon
is so relaxed among journalists is
1hat he considers himself lo be
among colleagues.
"Once a journalist always a jour•
n:ilist," Simon says to a reporter
who asks if he will continue to \1.-Tite
boob.
In fact, one or the rea.,;ons for the
press conference i'i to promote his

book "We Can Do Better" written
as a series of letters to President
Clinton advisin!l him how he C'dll he
remembered ns one of the great
presidents in American history.
Since the press conference. Simon
ha.~ published another book. a biog•
raphy about Elijah Lovejoy who
was the first martyr or press freedom
in this country. Press freedom is a
topic with which Simon is very
familiar since he u.<;cd the power of
the press to break up commercial•
ized gambling and prostitution ring.~
prior to his political career.
Although Siml'n is known as n
statesman, he w.inted to he a journalist as a child. He wa.'i born Nov.

SIMON, page 8
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ATTENTION
College of Education Undergraduatas
College of Education Advisement, Wham 122,
will be making Summer & Fall Advisement
appointments for SENIORS at 8:00 a.m. MON,
DAY. Feb. 13, JUNIORS at 8:00 a.m. TUESDAY
Feb. 14, and SOPHOMORES and FRESHMEN,
at 8:00 a.m. WEDNESDAY. Feb. 15.
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457-2612 World
'

ADOPTEES FOUND TO HAVE MEDICAL PROBLEMS A study of 129 incemational ndoptees conducted by a team of Boston pediatricians has found widespread devclopmentaJ and medical problems, some
not detected before their arriv.il in the United States. The study, published
in the January issue of the Archives of Pediatrics and Adolescent Medicine,
reported the results of detailed developmental and medical assessments
- - - - - - - - - -... performed six weeks after the children, many of them infants, were u:lopte.
Plo...Atto, ed by American families. Most were born in Third World countries and all
g
I I N\l
arrived in the United States between 1989 and 1993. Imemational adoption.~
Campus Shopping Center have become increasingly common in the past decade; more than I0,000
Carbondale, IL
such children are adopted annually by American families.

6 L

529·2031

STATE DEPARTMENT ISSUES TRAVEL WARNINGS -

Though there is no travel warning currently for Cambodia. the State
Department notes the recent prohibition by the Cambodian government
on travel to the Banteay Srei Temple (near Angkor Wat), where one
was killed and another wounded recently And in :m
_M\f.lO~s\ American
announcement last week, &he depanment advised against travel 10
Ecuador's provinces of Zamora Chinchipc, Loja and El Oro, ;ind to lhe
.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __. Ecundor-Peru border, due to increased hostilities in the :uea. Travel
warnings are in effect for Afghanistan, Algeria, Angola, Bosnia•
Herzegovina, Burundi, Colombia, Guatemala, Iran, Iraq, Lebanon,
Liberia, Libya, North Korea. Peru, Rwanda, Serbia and Montenegro,
Sicrrn Leone. Somalia, Sudan and Tajikistan.

16¢ REPRINTS
31!]

MAILBOIIS & SHIPPING CEIIIEI
103 W. Walnut • Carbondale
(Comer of Walnut & Illinois Ave.)
457-6371

lipurs: Mon.·Fri.

8:30-5:30
Sat.
10:0o-2:00

SMOKERS AND
NON-SMOKERS
1. Research Participation

'__/

YELTSIN CONFIRMS WARWON'T AFFECTREFORMMOSCOW - Smarting from Western censure or the war in break.away
Chechnya, the Kremlin issued a special statement Tuesday meant to
assuage worries that the conflict could sc:.;ttle its budget and hwt Russian
economic refonns. Russian President Boris N. Yeltsin and his C:lbinet
"confinn the unchanged nature of the Russian leadership's policy of conducting economic refonns." the statement said. "There will be no revision
of this policy in connection with the evenl~ in Chechnya." The Kremlin
pledge c:une after a visit by International Monetary Fund officials that left
the fate of a desperately needed $6billion loon up in the air. It also followed
this weekend's Group of Seven meeting of industrial leaders in Toronto, at
which some leaders worried openly about Chechnya's implication.~.

andseeus
for4
.
b auto
~unts.

file taxes early

Be Paid For

~
649-2299

·
.

2. Quit Smoking Research
Call SIUC Smoking Research Program between 10 am & 5 pm
453-3561
453-3527

Nation

Katherine Benedict
30S S. Unlvenlty

FDA ADVISES WIRE INSPECTION OF PACEMAKERS-

Cadxmdale

The food and Drug Administration is warning physician and patients about
potential problems with some heart pacemaker wires made by a Colorado
I.ti
firm and is advising people using the device to have the wires in.,;pected by
/lllSfnfe
doctors. The faulty pacemaker wires, or lends, have been linked to lWo
patient deaths, causing medical problems in seven others. The faulty pace:) makers are equipped with Accufu atrial "J" wires (models 330-801 and
329-701), according to the FDA. They were implanted in patients in the
United Slaleli from 1988 to 1994.

\i >:fr.,· ii l c_, nd \ 1d,
.

UNIVERSITY HONORS;
STUDENTS:'

I

Papyrus
r.._.,.....,..,ni;., •.,.,,......_....

s....,,....,.•-t~-, ..........

•

NEW GRANT TO REBUILD DOWNTOWN DETROIT -

DETROIT -In Detroit, there is a palpable sense of optimism for the first
time since Jimmy Caner was president Detroit recently won a federal
empowemlfnt zone grant to rebuild areas near dov.ntown.. Proposals for a
new baseball stadium and cisino gaming could spur investment Having so
much vac:mt land that pans of the city resemble an urban prairie. Detroit
is luring developers with a let's-make-a-deal attitude. Mayor Dennis
Archer, is applying the lessons learned by Baltimore, Qeveland and other
urban are.is to revive his impoverished city.

RUSH LIMBAUGH'S HOMETOWN OFFERS TOURSTalk about making the most of what you had. Rush Limbaugh's hometown,
Cape Girardeau, Mo., (population: 3S,000) is hoping to attract travelers
with a tour of pl:x:es close to his youthful hemt. A free brochw-e outlines a
self-drive tour past the hospital where the radio talk-show host was bom,
his early boyhood home, the high school football field where he played, the
barbershop where he gol his first job shining s~ and first jawed about
politics, and the locale of his favorite b:unburger joint, Wllllpy's. Ot's now
abank.)
-from Daily Egyptian wire scnices

Accuracy Desk
If readers spot an error in a news article, they can contact the Daily
EgJptian Accuracy Desk at S36-3311, extension 233 or 228.
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NEWS

Spring enrollment down
Bv Amanda Estabrook
D~ilv Egvptian Reporter

Spring 1495 enrollment at SIUC
1, at a ti,ur-vear low. a.:cordin2 to
1nformat1o·n released bv -the
Adn11ss1nns and Records office.
The 3.-l-pt'n:cnt drop to 21.811
students was expected. however.
,aid Jcrre Pfaffc. a.ssociatc director
for admissions.
Pfaffe ,aid the decrease was
anticipated since fall enrollment
wa., al,;n down from the previous
vear. He said spring semester is
alwavs low because of the number
of st~denL, that graduate and nonretuming freshmen.

SIUC President John C. Guyon
said the drop wa., expected.
"l11c enrollment decline is within
our projection and is what we lmd
planned for:· he said.
The Collc2e of En2incerin2 and
the College ·of Tcch~ical C:i"reers
saw the largest drop in enrollment
a;nong the under!!raduate colleges.
The College of Engineering ha.,
1.531 students enrolled. a decrease
of I 58 students from la.st spring.
James Evers. associate dean for
engineering. said there ha., been a
national decrease in several engineering programs over the years.
Evers said the electrical engineering program had the biggest
drop in enrollment. and attributed

the decline to cutbacks in military
spending.
"A lot of that money goes to
high-tcch~ology res_carch development. which results m a decrea.~ m
7
demand for elcctncal engmeers. he
said.
Evers said the low enrollment
numbers have caused some faculty
positions to
(c~t unfilled order
to meet Pnonlles. Quality and
Productivity demands. a set of
guidelines from the Illinois Board
of Higher Education which determine if a program is economically
and educationally soun?.
The College ofTechrucal Careers"

?C

!n
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Citv Council approves increase
for Mill Street underpass design
I

•

By Aaron Butler
Dailv Egvpti.in Reporter

Design plans for the Mill Street
underpa.ss wrn: presented Tuesday
night at the Carbondale Citv
C,;uncil meeting.
·
The design phase of the underpass cost more than expected and
the council appron:d a $157.197
increase in the design contra.:!.
The planned underpa.~s will run
under the railroad track., ca.st of the
intersection of Mill street.
l'nivcrsity avenue. and Illinois
.-\venue.
Carhondalc City Manager Jeff
Doheny said 95 percent of the contract funds will be provided by the
federal government. and the new
dollar aii"10unts are still within ailocation limiL~.
"This project will be a real plus in

terms of puhlic safety:· Doheny
said. --we will have improved
access for public safety vehicles. as
well a.~ greater flexibility in choosing a location for a new lire depanment.
Carbondale Citv Engineer Larry
Mib presented pians f~r the undeipass to the council. and said the project should begin construction in
,pring of 1996.
--111cre are so man,· variables it is
hard to !!ive a definite schedule:· he
,aid. "\Ve hope to complete the
design this summer. and the underpass should be finished by
December 1997:·
Miles said the total cost of the
underpa.,s will be about $8.7 million. but many figures involved in
this total are still estimates.
The council also approved an
employee assistance program. to
help city employees deal with fam-

Majority oppose Yeltsin,
economy failing-speaker
By Jason E. Coyne
Dailv Egyptian Reporter

The state of Russian economic and political life is desperate.
according to the president of
Association of Social Workers
of Russia.
Arkadii Nckr..1.ssm· said at an
international forum Tuesday at
SIUC that the conditions
90
percent of Russians is much
worse than tive years ago. He
said only about eight percent of
Russians suppon Boris Ycltsin's
regime while 75 to 80 percent
oppose it.
Former supponers of YclLsin
are now his enemies and former
enemies are now surrounding
him as .. friends ... Nekrassov
said. Nco-communist and neofa.,;cist member.. are now in support of Yeltsin despite Russia"s
anempt at democracy. He said
there is now a criminal element
surrounding YelLsin in Moscow.
Nekrassov also said there are
many new and brilliant politicians appearing that criticize
Yeltsin but offer no way out of
the despair.
The people of Russia are losing ground to inflation with
products that cost 1.000 times
more than before and salaries
that do not compete with rising
costs. The minimum wage for
Russians is 24.000 rubles a
month. or the t!{)Uivalent of six
U.S. dollars. he said. Parliament
has proposed raising that wage
to 54.000 rubles a month. but the
change will not provide much

for

relief. Nekra.ssov said.
Nekrassov said there arc all
sons of products available for
people to buy but all of them are
imponed.
.. There
is Aust•
r al i an
water.
German
"'
sausages.
every thing but nothing that is
Russian:·
Arkadii Nekrassov he said.
The infrastructure o[ Russia no longer
exists. said Nekrassov. When the
Soviet Union initially collapsed.
many banks opened and with
returns of IO to 20 percent. people were encouraged to invest.
But these were criminal operations that fled left the country
with all the Russians· money. he
said. Nekrassov said the last
large financial investment was a
$70 million joint venture to subsidize a tobacco factory.
The "new" Russians are those
who capitalized on the opponunity to deceive the Russian people in the early stages of collapse
and are now very wealthy, even
in terms of Western standards.
According to Nckrassov they
represent .05 percent of the popu lation and don't hide their
wealth. They now occupy many
of the rest homes that all
Russians used to have free

LECTURE, page 11

ily problems. workplace stress. substance abuse and other difficulties
which might affect their ability to
work.
"I suppon this 100 percent:· said
Councilwoman Margaret Flanagan.
.. A program like this is a real a.,set
to our community:·
According to the program proposal. the plan carries a SS.925
price tag. hut the city will save
money through improved employee
moral and productivity.
Carbondale Water Operations
Manager James Swayze presented
the council with an Engineering
Excellence Honor award from the
Consulting Engineers Council of
Illinois. for the new Carbondale
water treatment plant.
Swayze said the water treatment
plant project will compete nationalIv for the award in New Orleans
this May.

MICHAIL

J. DESISTI - The D.1ily Egyptian

Fast track:

Daniel Kay, a second-year law student
from Herrin, exercises 011 a tread mill Monday aftemoon at tile
Recreation Center. - See related sto;-y on page 9.

Budget to expand financial aid
By Shawnna Donovan
DE Governmental Affairs Editor

SIUC officials have mixed reactions to President Bill Clinton"s
S1.61 trillion budget which was
delivered this week to Congress.
The proposed budget. a 2.062page report. includes moderate
increases for education and defense
spending while providing a ta.'lt cut
to the middle cla.,s.
But a., politicians begin to debate
and pick apan the 1996 fiscal year
proposal. John Mead. director of the
Coal Research Center. said there is
some unccnainty for Illinois coal
research.
Mead. who received a brief summary of Clinton· s budget, said the
poliiical coalition that fought for
coal research funding is now in the
minority of the Republican-controlled Congress.
'That traditional support is in the
minority," Mead said. 'They may
not be a.~ effective. but we will just
have to see."
Mead said the trend over the last
decade has shown the presidential
budget to be low in research, but
Congre.~s added appropriations for
coal research. But now, Congress
may decrease funding for research.
"The good thing about the budget
is that it takes a long time to decide
on it." Mead said. "It wa., delivered
Tuesday, and by the time there are
finally actions on it, it will be
September.·•
SIUC Financial Aid Director
Pamela Brillon said the proposed
budget wa., bener than she expecte<l
because of the increase for Pell
GmnL, A want,.
"lt look., belier than I thought it
would be."' Britton said. "I am
plca.,ed with the president's pro-

Plan to slash farm subsidies;
minimal local effects expected
By David R. Kazak
Daily Egyptian Reporter

Although fanners in Southern
Illinois say culling farm subsidies to reduce the deficit is a useless endeavor. some sav thev
would not be affected if the cui.,
go through.
Subsidies will dry up as a
source of federal funds if the
chairman of the U.S. Senate
Agriculture Committee has his
way.
Minda Markle, press secretary
for the commillee, said
Comminee Chairman Sen.
Richard Lugar (R-lnd.) wants to
cut subsidies because they are
not needed and the president's
budget cuts do not go deep
enough.
"The senator is very disappointed with the President's proposed budget cuts in general and
with cuts in fanning in particular." Markle said. "He's not
against fanning. he is just questioning the need for the subsidies."

posal."
Brillon said the budget proposes
an increase in the maximum
amount awarded for Pell Grants
from S2,300 this year to S2.600
next year. a S300 increase.
The budget also calls for an·
increa.o;e to 80 percent in direct loan
\'olumc this year. which will be

Clinton is proposing a S 1.5
billion cut in farm subsidies. a
Chicago Tribune article said
Monday. Lugar·s proposal is to
pha.o;e out subsidy programs over
the next five years.
In a statement released
Tucsdav. Lugar said. "The
adminisiration\ submission is
timid in reducinl! the deficit and
does not offer f:rrm policy objectives."
.
Lugar supports a more freemarket system in farming and
not a system based on handouts.
Markle said.
"He wants to strengthen the
farmer in terms of output and
reduce the government intervention as much as possible,"
Markle said.
But Agribusiness Professor
Jeff Beaulieu said culling farm
subsidies out of the national budget might hurt. not help, the
fanner.
"I don't think we could cut off
the subsidies completely:·
Beaulieu said. "If you look at the

FARMERS, page 11

raised to JOO percent for 1997.
Currently the volume is 40 percent.
The direct loan program is a system set up to enable students to borrow directly from the government.
SIUC is part of the direct loan program. Britton said.
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Committee needs to
Iisten to all students
THE NEW SIUC-CARBONDALE STUDENT AND

Police Committee, ostensibly designed to foster communication between students and police, has closed its meetings to the public - including media, concerned citizens
and most students. Although the closed-door policy is justifiable, if the committee wants to promote direct and open
communication, its doors must be open to all who are interested in the group's activities.
The decision to close the meetings is not quite as paradoxical as it may sound. The rea.<;on Carbondale Police Chief
Don Strom gave for closing the meetings makes sense: Open
communication is difficult when reporters are present.
Journalists certainly can understand this position. In the
newsroom, we often find people who are unwilling to voice
their opinions, because they are afraid of finding their names
on the front page of the paper next to some comment that
sounded good at the time but seems silly or inappropriate the
next morning.

Letters to the editor

Student criticizes apartments

I am a !Ctlalll ru Lewis Parle Apanments located on East Grand Avenue. This letter is to infonn all future renters that some of the people
that Lewis Park has working for
them here don't seem to even have
IF PARTICIPANTS FEEL THEIR IDEAS AND a high school diploma - even the
questions will remain behind closed doors, they are more :uchilccts.
Recenlly, the outlet valve coming
likely to express themselves candidly. Medin presence could
from my water heater ruptured,
hinder the honesty and enthusiasm of the participants, whose which
caused the spraying of 150
comments are merely suggestions and not a statement of degree water all over my dining
official policy. The committee members are within their room floor. When I called the
emergency maintenance number to
legal rights to keep their actual dialogµe quiet.
get someone to shut the water off,
Strom has said that the committee will reconsider its the lady at the answering service

policy after it has had a few meetings to get organized and
establish itself. Hopefully this process will not take long,
and the group will examine the following considerations as
it sets up a permanent policy.
THE GROUP CURRENTLY CONSISTS OF POLICE

and student-government representatives who agreed to meet
regularly to discuss police issues that are pertinent to
students. While this is a good starting point, the committee
could be much more effective if more students had an opportunity to participate in the meetings directly.
Undergraduate Student Government representatives have
offered to listen to students' concerns and relay them to the
committee, but there still are potential problems with this.
IF STUDENTS WANTED TO SHARE A COMPLEX

told me that my problem did not
qualify as an emergency and that
she would put me on a waiting lisl
Well, after two more angry phone
calls, she finally realized that we
had to page someone who ended up
getting here about two hours after
the original problem occulTed.
During this period of time my
roommates and I had to rum on all
of the sinks and bathtubs to decrease the water pressure coming
out of the water heater. We also had
to bail about one hundred gallons of
water out the door. You see, only a
maintenance person can shut off the

main water valve, so we had no way
of stopping the water.
When I went to the office on the
next business day, I asked if we
could possibly get a credit. no mat·
ter how small, on our rent. I felt this
was fair considering the amount of
time we had to wait and the amount
of water we had to run for two
hours. I'm not trying to tell anybody where to rent. but Lewis Parle
would definitely be towards the
bottom of my list for next year.

Jason Lozier
Junior, electronics technology

Ephedrine abuse rising among young
There is a problem in this community that is of grave concern,
and I think it deserves some ruten•

tion. Ephedrine (also called "mini•
thins") is being widely abused by
the high school and college
children in our community.
If taken under the care and guidance of a qualified physician, this
drug is safe and useful for the relief
of asthma and other bronchial
ailments.
However, these "mini-thins" are
being distributed and sold to our
children by entities in our commu•

position on an issue, their opinion easily could be misunderstood if it had to come through a USG representative
or other liaison before reaching the committee. USG may
mean well, but even the most conscientious senator can Los Angeles Times
misunderstand something or fail to explain it clearly. There is
It's budget time. President Clin•
no guarantee that students' voices will be heard in their proper
ton formally introduaxl his Sl.6 ttilcontext unless the studenLc; speak for themselves.

nily for the sole motive of making a
profit!
Our children are buying and con•
suming these pills in order to get
"high," and therefore they suffer
from increased heart rates, panic at•
tacks, eating disorders and sleeplessness, among other lhings.
This ephedrine abuse is endangering the lives and safety of our
children!
If the Carbondale City Council
really cared about dlese kids, they
would lake action and ban lhis "le-gal" drug from being sold or used

in the city limits of Carbondale
(unle.~s under the care of a qualified
physician, of course). Users and
sellers alike must be arrested and
severely fined (at least $500 per
violation).
Ladies and gentlemen of the Carbondale City Council, we are a community of ignorants! You must per•
fonn your civil duly and lead us. We
need you to tell us how to live our
lives!

Michael May
Senior, radiQl!elevision

Containing deficit is difficult balance

lion budget to Congress on Monday. But even before the budget wa~
PERHAPS A GOOD APPROACH WOULD BE TO out in print. details of how be would
close the meetings to the general public, but make exceptions spend and cut to generate savings
for individuals who call in advance with concerns that they of$144 billion over five years were
well known. The administration's
would like to share with the group.
strategy is to contain the deficit at
about $200 billion a year; that
By letting individuals into meetings by special permission would merely hold the red ink at

only, the committee can avoid a crowded, high-profile situation that might inhibit some participants' openness, but they
will retain the respect and trust of students who are interested
in communicating with the police.

How to submit a
letter to the editor:

Strom and his colleagues are to be commended for taking
an interest in students' ideas, but they need to remember that
SIUC consists of more than just campus government leaders.
If they are to gain an accurate University perspective, they
must be sure to allow all students a chance to make their voices
heard.
._

...........................................................................

about current levels. In his first two
budgets, inton had succeeded in
sla.,hing the deficit from its 1992
record le\'CI of $290 billion.
A difficult balancing act will be
required to avoid sacrificing deficit
reduction as the president takes a
calculated step 10 put the onus of
budget cuts on Capitol Hill and the
Republicans. After all, the Republicans are the ones pushing the bal·
anced•budget amendment and tax
reductions while refusing to actu-

•

ally specify what cuts they would
make.

Neither Clinton nor the Republicans have been willing to address
the rising costs of Social Security.
Medicare and Medicaid. Without
reining in these expanding entitlements, containing the deficit in the
long run or balancing the budget is
virtually impossible.

This editorial appeared in Tuesday's Los Angeles Times.

B
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B:Letter
C:Editor
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_______________________________
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Former legislator faces retributive action
Los Angeles Times

Once one of America's most
powerful legislators, Dan
Rostenkowski now is a private cit•
iz.en facing a huge legal and financial dilemma over allegations about
his conduct in the House

of Representatives.
He must either find a way to deal
with legal bills that continue to skyrocket, or find a quick way to
stanch his financial hemorrhaging:
namely, a plea bargain.
The latter arrangement would
end his protracted defeme against

political conuption charges.
It probably would involve
serving at least a limited prison
term.
In his 36 yean; of congressional
service, the Chicago Democrat rose
to become chairman of the House's
most powerful panel.

Winter recipe brought out of deep freeze
By Michael D. Deford

Daily Egyptian Reponer

Even though the Dairy Queen on
the Strip is closed for the winter,
students who are willing can make
their own ice cream, with a little
help from old man winter.
Not quite as popular as it once
was, snow ice cream was and still is
a tasty treat. one that is fairly easy
1nmake.
According to Pat Stanton of
Murphysboro. her mother used to

Snow
amtim1cd from p.1ge 1
"Never pour hot water on a
frozen window," Alexander said.
"The water will shatter the window
because it is going from one
extreme to another and cannot handle itt he said.

Halloween
co11ti1111ed from page 1
"I dosed the University for three
years," Guyon said. "I just want to
be cenain there are good reason., for
dbnipting the academic schedule.~
Guyon said closing the
University means not having classes and closing the residence halls,
but employees would still come to
work.
"I'm going to stay open-minded
to the recommendations of the ta.~k
force,'' he said.
City Manager Jeff Doherty, a
member of the task foree. said he
believed, judging from their reaction to Monday's meeting, that the
city council would be willing to fol·
low the group's recommendations.
The city council voted last year

make it when she was a child.
"It was the closest thing to ice
cream we could get,M she said.
"Snow ice cream was probably the
best ice cream I've ever
had."
Stanton still has che recipe and
said it requires very few item, to
make.
A ::cording to Stanton, beat two
eggs, add 1/4 teaspoon of salt, 1lfl cups of milk, c,ne can of Eagle
Brand condensed milk and one teaspoon of vanilla. Beat tre ingredients until • .iffy, then add lfl gallon

of fresh, clean snow. It's as sitnple
as thaL
Stanton said one can vary the
amount of snow added, depending
on the desired thickness.
Other items may be added as
well.
"You can add peaches. strawberries or whalever you like," she said.
With all the toxins in the air
today, snow may not be that clean.
but it can't be any worse than
swimming in campus lake, can it?
Remember: fresh. clean snow avoid the yellow!

"The be.';t thing to do ir. simply
tum the car on. tum up the defroster
and wait until it thaws enough to be
scraped off.» he said.
Alexander said cars should be
fully wanned up before they are
driven.
"Just because the car starts
doesn't mean it should be driven
immediately," he said. "You
should let the car warm up at least
JO minutes. or more. Warm air

from the heater is a good indicator
if it is warmed up enough."
Alexander also recommends
using a good automobile anti-freeze
to help withstand extreme cold temperatures.
"When we have a car come in
here. we make sure the anti-freeze
checks out at mi· .us 30 degrees
below 1_cro;· he said. "That is our
standard and it is usually a pretty
safe temperature to maintain."

to r.usc the bar entry age from 18 to
19.
Councilman John Yow said he
made a motion at that time to raise
the enuy age 10 21. but the motion
was not seconded.
"I have no problem at all with
r.using the enuy age 10 21,- Yow
said.
Yow said he believes the council
may pass it this time with the recommendations of the 20-member
task force.
.Maggie Flanagan, a member of
the city council. said she believed
there would be lengthy discussion
if the recommendation was to raise
the entry age to 21.
"In one sense it's ~n coming.''
Flanagan said.
She said the increase to 19 was a
compromise between the city. the
student body and bar owners.
During council discussion, befon~
the entry-age raise to 19, Flanagan

said one suggestion was 10 increase
it 20 the next year and up to 21 the
following year.
"I think it would go to 21 if it is
recommended - it would be on the
table," she said.
President Guyon and Mayor Neil
Dillard appointed members to the
task force to develop recommenda·
lions regarding what should be done
about the Halloween street party in
Carbondale.
.
In the preliminary vote at the
January meeting, a majority of the
task force voted to eliminate the
party altogether, rather than attempt
to structure a safe pany.
Patrick Kelley, chainnan of the
ta.~k force and an SIUC law professor, said the group hopes to have
specific recommendations by
March.
The group will meet each
Monday this month. The next meeting is Feb. 13.
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NEID CASH?
Loans

on almost ANYTHING

of value takes only 5 minutes.
Jewelry, guns, tools, electronics, cameras &
equipment.

& much morel

We buy gold & diamonds

Gold & PaWil

1130 E. Main

.549-1809

MAKING PEACE WITH FOOD
Many students feel out ofcontrol with food. If you want
to know more about addressing food
issues, this is the workshop for you.
Participants will have the opportunity to
sign up for a support group.
Thursday, February 9. 1995
3:00 - 4:30 p.m.
Mississippi Room - Student Cemer
EA'.:' l NG
DISORDER
OUTPATIENT
PROGRAM

Come into Kroger
this week forJnese

GREAT VALUES!

I fa
.99

15-oz. Can
Sloppy Joe Sauce
Hunt's Monwich

.49

6-0Z Con in Oil or Spring
Water Chunk Light

STAR KIST TUNA

Calendar
Today
STUDY ABROAD Opportunities in
Western Europe infomuuion session
at 3 p.m.in University Museum
Auditorium at Faner Hall.
GOLDEN KEY NATIONAL Honor
Society will meet in the Ohio room
of the Student Center at 6:30 p.m
NMCP..SIUC will meet at 7 p.m in
the Mississippi room of the Student
Center.
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS &
Services
have an information
table from 11 :30 a.m-1 pm. in the
Student Center Hall of Fame.
PYRAMID PUBLIC RELATIONS
{of PRSSA) will meet at 7 p.m.in
activity room C on the third floor of
the Student Center. All are welcome
for this first meeting.
SALUKI MODEL BUILDERS will
meet on Feb. 8 at 6:30 pm. in the
Iroquois room of the Student Center.
CRIMINAL JUSTICE Association
will meet at 6 p.m. in the Video
Lounge on the founh floor of the
Student Center.
FRIENDS FOR NATIVE Americans
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lnterfuith
Center.
LEON BATES, PIANIST At Sluyoc:k
Auditorium at 8 p.m. Tickets are $5
public and $3 for students.
DR. YOSEF BEN-IQCHANNEN at

,,ill

the Student Center Auditorium at 8

p.m.
LIBRARY AFFAIRS SPRING
Seminar Series: Silver Platter
Databases- ERIC, Psycl..IT, MEDLU\'E, and Sociofile. 9- JO a.m and
3-4p.m.
LATIN AMERICAN STUDENT
Association will meet at 6 p.m in
Activity room A of the Student
Center.
VETERANS CLUB will meet at 7
p.m. in the Missouri room of the
Student Center.
GAYS, LESBIANS, BISEXUAl5 &
Friends will have elections night in
the Winois room at 5:30 pm.
SOCIETY OF AMERICAN
Foresters will meet at 7 pm. in room
166 of the Agriculture b
EGYPTIAN DIVE CLUB
meet
at 6:30 p.m. in room 21 of Pulliam
Hall.
PROFITMASTERS will meet at
11 :30 a.m. in Rehn 108.
AMERICAN
MARKETING
Association will meet at 7:30 p.m at
the AMA office
SOPHISTS will hold a roundtable
discussion entitled "Contract with
America" at 5 p.m. in Faner Hall,
room 3075. For details, contact
Dominic at 457-7130.

Tomorrow
LIBRARY AFFAIRS SPRING

Seminar Series: U.S. Cemus dataooses on O)..ROM. noon- I p.m. and 34 p.m.
"RACE AND GENDER IN Social
lssuesM by Dr. Kimberly Williams
Crenshaw. at 7 p.m. in the Law
School Auditorium.
SAILING CLUB will meet at 8 pm.
in Activity room B of the Student
Center.

Upcoming

0;"

7.25oz. Box

.49

Original Kraft Dinner
Macaroni & Cheese

$2.99
16CT. PKG.
Bayer Select
Cold/Flu

Saving you Money
Eve_ry Day

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Advisement in Wham 122 will be
making S\IJitlIJeT and Fall ldvisement
appointments for Seniors Feb.13 at 8
a.m .• Juniors Feb.14 at 8 a.m .•
Sophomores & Freshman Feb. 15 at
8a.m

Rt. 13 East Main & 2421 West Main
• Open 24 Hours • 7 Days. a Week
• We Accept Checks, Food ~tamps
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Theater grad earns prestigious internship
with Kennedy Center for Performing Arts
By Dave Katzman
Dail\' Egyptian Reporter

As a pcrfom1er. Amy Ellis wa.~
used to the spotlight.
Now Ellis. a December-1994
SIUC graduate. is working b.:hind
the r.cencs a.., an intern at the John F.
Kennedy Center for the Perfonning
An.~ in W:ishmg1on. D.C.
Ellis received a bachelor of an.,
ir. theater in December. She read
about iniemship and talk1.-d it over
with Alex Chrestopoulos. an as.'lis•
tant professor of theater. who the
position and helped her get an appli•
cation.
Chrestopoulos said Ellis is an all•
around good person with a good
personality. excellent p.,-ople skills
and a 3.8 GPA.
"If she hadn't got the internship
at the Kennedy Center. she would

have probably
got one with
another big
company." he
said.
Kennedy
Center is the
nation·s offi•
cial perform•
ing
arts
center. featur•
ing all aspccL'I
Amy Ellis
of the arts
including playwriting. critiquing.
design ancl acting.
Ellis was one of 18 people selected for the internship. out of about
400 applicants.
The interns are not all from the•
ater programs, but come from all
fields. including political science.
businc.•;s and journalism.
"They just look for somebody
who is well-rounded," Ellis said.

"We kind of set the example for
other performing ru1.'I centers to fol•
low." she said. "We help with their
educational programs and we promote the art.~ across the counuy:•
Ellis is promoting the American
College Theacer Festival. which
consisc.s of eight regional compcti•
tions.
The winners travel lo
Washington. D.C. for the finals.
which Ellis will help produce.
After the internship ends in May.
Ellis hopes to continue working
special e\·ents for a performing an.~
center.
Ellis expressed concern about the
Congressional debate over cutting
government funding to the National
Endowment of the Performing Ans.
.., think that the arts are an essential part of education and they
should not be cut." she said. "I think
that's ridiculollf.."

AIDS has become the secondleading killer of young adults in
lllinoi~ - placing the state sixth in
the nation
according :o state
health officials.
The 9.29 AIDS-related deaths in
1994 rn :he :?5-to-44 age group
were onlv .24 fewer than deaths
from unintentional injurie~. the
!eliding cause of death in that age
bracket.
While the majority of AIDS
cases are within the homosexual
and bisexual communities. heterosexual transmission of the disca.'iC
increased 41 percentlast year.
a(;fording 10 statistics released by
the Illinois Department of Public
Health.
This ha~ resulted in an increa<ed
incidence of the disease among

·Budget
conti1111edfro1111,agr 3
Funding was adjusted to meet
Federal Work Study levels. Britton
said. She also said the budget proposes a tax cut for parents who
have children in college.
Mead said SIUC and other insti•
tutions involved in coal n..~h are
working regularly with the Illinois

women.
New cases increased by eight
percent in the Chicago area. while
downstate Illinois saw a 26-percent
dccrca-e.
Karen Grueter. spokesperson for
the Illinois Department of Public
Health. said it is diffieull to determine why there wa~ a substantial
decrease in downstate AIDS cases.
She said she believes downstate
Illinoisans are being more careful
than those upstate.
"People in downstate Illinois
are taking to heart the precautions
we have made public and are prac•
ticing safe behaviors to keep this
disease from being spread,M she
said.
"'Common sense would tell you
that people in the Chi:.ago area arc
nol•taking the precautions seriously."
Sandra Ceto, project director of
che Southern Illinois HIV
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AIDS trailing only unintentional injuries
as cause of death in Illinois young adults
By Dave Katzman
D,1ih· h:vptian Reporter

./,,19&;

Not to aned lloz.

SIZE

Consortium. said that the statistics
could be misleading.
People who come to Jackson
County that tested positive elsewhere arc not counted in Jackson
Countv's total. she said.
.. For me personally. a number of
four or three is so minimal it
doesn't show a clear rcpresenta•
lion." she said.
'1llere are a lot of people who
may be HIV-positive and arc not
showing up in 1he statistics:· she
said.
Ceto said the four AIDS cases
reported in Jac;kson County in 1994
could have been counted in previOll'I years had they been tested then.
She said more people were tested
la'lt year than during previous testing periods.
"We·re seeing more people
(being tested) because we're trying
to reduce the stigma surrounding
the illness," she said.

delegation lo get funding for
Illinois coal.
Britton said she wa~ concerned
abuu1 the new makeup of the legislature.
"We were seriously concerned
about the legislature regarding
financial aid program cul~... Britton
said. "I know that some Congress
members talked about cuuini:." .
Other items in the budget includ•
ed a $50().(XXJ land aquisition in the
Shawnee National Forest.

PARTY
YOU PLAN IT

YOU LOVE IT

YOU CAN'T WAIT· 'TIL IT STARTS.

SIU Student Pool Rate
$2.20/hr. any .number
of players
New Dufft•rin Pool Cul's Available
- ·- ·-coni; -,,,.; rii.-.;;;,;; ·- ·-

IT'S DA-NCIN'
ROMA·NC·IN'
THEN TIME TO DEPART.
(R)

WHO SAYS YOU'RE A BEAUTY!

New Game•

~·us,,1

Primal Rage

Killer Instinct

Virtue flQhter II

And also 2 new pinball machines

Shaq Attack I Road Show

Break Hard, Break Fast,
Break at POWER PlAYERS
815 S. D.UNOJS 549-6387

BUT ALAS!

YOU JUST MET A CUTIE

(RJ
(Rl

IF THAT IS YOUR .FATE
IT'S NEVER TOO LATE

TO IMPRESS THAT NEW LOVE

(R)

WITH A JIMMY JOHN SUB!

· 'fHE PARTY-GOER•s. BUDDIE.

JIM·MY
JOH.N'S
WE'LL
'EM
11
BRING
.TO YA"
WE DELIVER. ALL DAY 11AM TO 3AM

549-333
4
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..... ,..,
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Possible censure of Kochan on agenda·
Mark Kochan.
Kochan, who is serving an internship in

Sounds like ultimatum:
USG President Sawyer says
he'll talk to Kochan prior to
meeting to see if he'll quit,
and if not, well. ..
By Dave Mack
Daily Egyptian Reporter
At tonight's Undergraduate Student
Go\'ernmenl meeting. senators will discuss a
resolution 10 censure SIUC S1uden1 Trustee

Kochan a chance 10 re.sign with dignity,
Powell said.
· · ·_, - ,
Under new business, senators will consider
two candidates for open USG seals and vote
on five bills 10 fund various organizations.
Christopher L. Olsen is a candidate for the
College of Agriculture seat Brian McGough,
who unsuccessfully ran for USG Senate on
the Progressive ticket last April, is vying for
the Ea.~• Side seat. lbere still will be one or
two seats open a.~ a result of seats being vacat•
cd over Christmas even if both candidate.~ are
appointed, according to Sawyer.
Powell said he knew who he was going to
support but declined to comment further.

Chicago this semester, was asked to resign in
a resolution written by Jemal Powell, senator
from the College of Mass Communication
and Media Arts.
USG President Ed Sawyer said he will talk
10 Kochan before the meeting 10 see if he will
resign. If Kochan does not resign, the resolution to censure him may be reopened.
Both Powell and Sawyer indicated that the
resolution will probably pass if it is brought to
the floor.
The resolution was originally tabled by
Senator David Jacquot in order to give

USG also will vote on five bills to fund !he
following organizations: the National Pan•
Hellenic Council, the Alpha Tau Omega fra•
ternity, the Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity, the
NAACP and the SIUC Bowling Club.
Senators also will consider four Senate
Salute resolutions honoring the following
individuals and. organizations: Doug
Webster. the Society for the Advancement of
Management, Rob Mordhorst and the
Gamma Phi Society. Bill Hall. the student
advocate, will open the meeting with a speech
on USG history.
The USG meeting is at 7 p.m. in Student
Center Ballroom B.

Geophysicist says buildings here
not built to handle earthquakes
By William C. Phillips Ill
Daily Egyptian Reporter
An SlUC researcher warned in a
speech Monday evening at the
Student Center of the dangers of an
earthquake occurring in the
Sou1hcrn Illinois region in an cffon
to raise funds for the victims of the
Kobe earlh·
quake.
T
h
e
fundraiser was
sponsored hy
the One World
One Campus
studcnt disaster-relief cam- ,
paign.
The remarks
were delivered
by
Harvey Harvey Henson
Henson.
a
research project specialist in
Geophysics.
Henson said the public needs to
hccome more aware about eanhquakcs and their effects. ,
'"\Ve live in an earthquake zone
and we need lo be aware about
eanhquakes:· he said.

Quake data insufficient
Henson said it is vcr)' hard 10 pre•
dic1 an earthquake in the New
Madrid seismic zone because data
ha\'C only been collected for the last
20 years. unlike California where
data have been collected for the past
100 years. Since earthquakes rarely
occur in this area there are liltle data
to study he said.
.. It takes many years to accumu•
late a solid data base."' he said.
Henson said lhc buildings on
campus ha\'e not been tested by
earthquakes and they are not built
10 withstand the pressure of earth·
quakes.
'"Buildings were constructed
before eanhquakes were thought
about." he said.
During the lectwe. Henson said

. that on the average there are aboul
two 10 three canhquakcs a week in
the New Madrid seismic mm:.
These eanhquakcs can only be
detected bv instruments because of
the small amounts of t:ncrgy being
let off. he said.
.. We don't feel these earthquakes
because the energy being released
is \'Cl)' low:· he said.
He said that these canhquakes are
like small amounts of steam escap•
ing from the canh, but if the steam
were 10 build up it would be disastrous,
Henson said he became invol\'ed
because he cares about human life
and working with the community.
He expressed regret about the
earthquake in Kobe, Japan that
claimed 5.100 lives and injured
thousands more. and that ix--ople in
the Southern Illinois area could be
in the same situation one day.
.. I do not think that the Midwest
is immune to large earthquakes." he
said.

tims in California.
Van Rossum said it is a positive
thing to see students come together
and work.

'Doing a beautiful thing'

Allan Kim. adviser for the
Japanese Student~ Association and
co-adviser of the campaign, said he
apprccia1es what students are doing,
"They arc doing a beautiful
thing."' he said.
Yoshi Sakaguchi. a senior in therapeutic recreation from Mara.
Japan. said it is difficult 10 know
when or what type of disa.~lcr may
occur in our lives.
"This campaign gives us an
opponunity to begin thinking about
disa.~•ers."' he said.
Deb Heyne. a senior in physiology from Rochester, Minn., said she
got invol\'ed in l~e fundraising
effort because she was concerned
with the destruction that the ·earthquake caused.
.
"I frlt people here in America
· should help those who are victims
Kobe catalyst for. effort
of the earthquake and the flood."
Chuck Van Rossum. coonJinator she said. She said that sinct- there
of student development and co- are Japanese students auending the
adviser of the campaign. said the University, other students here
earthquake in Kobe was the catalyst should help the earthquake victims.
"I would want the same conct:rn
for the campaign.
Van Rossum said that a lot of from outsiders if we experienced
Japanese students have families and some type of disa.~ter:· she said.
friends that were affected by the
di!-aStrous earthquake.
Chance to get involved
..\Vhen the earthquake occurred
in Kobe. Japanese. American
Sarah Rush. an undeclared
Asians and American students fell sophomore from Rounu Lake
that the university should get Beach. said she got invoh.:d
involved;' he said.
because ii is benefiting peoplt: who
The campaign gave people the have bei:n in an eanhquake and
opponunity 10 help.
Hooded out of their homes.
.. American students could
"Everyone should get involved; it
express their sympathy for what gives you a chance 10 meet new
happened in Kobe," he said.
people and learn about different culHe said the main purpose of the tun:s," she said.
campaign is raise money for the
She said ii is a person• s responsiRed Cross; half will go to the earth· bility to help out others: ..Like our
quake victims in Kobe and the other mono says. 'One world, one camhalf will go toward the flood vie- pus.""

-

--------------PEACE CORPS
IS HIRING!
To schedule a Peace Corps
interview on Thursday,
February 16, please contact Cedric
at 800-424-8580 (option 1).
SENIOR!' INTERESTED IN GOING INTO THE PEACE

CORPS , 'JST COMPLETE AN APPLICATION AND AN
INTERVl.,W

NOW
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Simon's public service spans 40 years
continued from page 1
29. 1928, in Eugene, Oro., to Rev. Manin
and Ruth Simon shortly afier they returned
from mis.,ionary work in China.
Raised in Eugene. he entered the
University of Oregon in 1945 at age 16 10
study journalism. Simon says that as a child
he dreamed of one day becoming the
Walter Lippmann, a popular political
columnist, of his generation.
"I don't remember having political :unbitions as a child. My till was towards being
a journalist, and I have followed it," be said.
His parents moved to Highland, Ill., in
1946, and Simon. in his pursuit of journal•
ism, transferred to Dana College in Blair,
Neb., where he became assistant editor of
the college newspaper.
Simon credits his attitudes about the
importance of public service to his parents.
His father, who grew up in Wisconsin,
believed the two greatest Americans were
Abraham Lincoln and Robert Lafollette
Sr.• Wisconsin's progrcs.,ive governor and
senator.
For a Lutheran minister, his father had a
strong intere.,t in public affairs and civil libenies when such interest~ were not popular
for a man of his profes.,ion. Simon says the
topics at the dinner table alw::ys revolved
around politics and religion.

11 When I was young, the great vice of reporters

was whiskey. Now, I think it's cynicism. There is
too much attention to the negative, and the public
is partially to blame because we pay too much
attention to the frivolous. II

Publishing a newspaper

To change this, he favors financing campaigns through income tax checkoffs
because today's system of Political Action
Committees and lobbyist, only ndds to tJ,c
cynicism.
"People a.,sume that we're bought," he
i.aid.
Journalists arc also to blame, he says.
because they are shonsighted and concentrate on election polling resulL~ instead of
important issues.
"When I helped my colleagues campaign
this year there was not a single night I didn't
go back to my hotel room, turn on the television and hear something besides attacks.
"I didn't hear discus.~ions on health care.
the deficit or other things that are really
important to our country," Simon said.
In his book "We Can Do Better," he
urges the pre.~idcnt not to get caught up in
the political rhetoric of commentators like
Rush Limbaugh and to stop listening to
polling analysis.
Instead. he sugge.~ts that to be a great
leader with foresight of what is best for the
country all Prc.,ident Clinton needs to do is
lhink about what will be in lhe best intere~l
of his daughter, Chelsea.
"Politicians should pay le!..~ atteotion to
the polls. We (politicians) tell p,.!ople what
they want to hear instead of leveling with
them and telling the truth."
Simon says journalists need to re-exam•
inc what is.,ues are really imponant to the
future of our nation and stop wa.,ting time
probing into the latest scandal.
He confesses the relationship hetwecn
journalist,; and politicians will always he
ten.,e.
"I think there's always a little hostility
hetween joumali,ls and public olficials. he

Simon's parent~ produced religious publications, and this exposed him to the atmosphere of a small print shop. However, it
was not until 1949. at the end of Simon's
junior year in college. that he seized the
npponunity to work in a newspaper print
says.
shop. not as a printer. but a.~ the nation's
But the way he communicates with
youngest editor and publisher at age 19.
reponers in his home belies this relation•
Simon says he remembers how he bought
ship.
the small weekly paper in Troy, lit., a small
The pre.'>-, conference is held in Simon's
Imm in Madison County just northeast of
P1ltlto rnw1esy of/. &>b.tt dining room, where the television camera~
St. Louis.
and
radio microphones appear out of place.
"My father was a friend of the superin• Simo11 t/111111.bs tl1ro11gli tire pages of liis book "We Gm Do Better" 11.1l1ile sitting 011
tendent of Troy and found out the person tl1e dee!- of l11s Makimda l1ome shortly after a111101111dng pla11s to retire from po/ii ics. Unlike a Wa.,hington press room, interruptions alternate betwc:en the rings of the
who ran the town newspaper had cancer
phone and cooking bu7.:zer.
and shut down the operation so the town
The house looks like a retreat away from the ha.c;sles of
wa., desperate. My dad called me at school and wanted to ney, but people didn't do it bcc:iusc of the mob operation.
know ifl wa.~ intere.~tcd._l ~just a broke collcgestll(knl When I wa.~ 25. I finally s.'lid 'I'm going to run for state civilization. The only television is a small 13-inch model,
no remole control, with aluminum foil '\\,Jpped around the
so I said sure. and they wuoo:d oti(thc'full mortgage." he ··repre.,;entative.'
says in his deep, slow explanatory voice.
~ "I wasn't supposed to have a chance. but the St. Louis end of the antennae.
An entire wall serves a., a bookcase filled with Abraham
P..ml Ping. an editor at the"Tunes Tribune in Troy. ~d Post Dispatch said VOie for Simon bl-cause you're voting
he met Simon in the fall of 1962. when he was hired a.~ a for the principle of guod government. and I won." Simon Lincoln volumes written by Carl Sandburg. There is a
wooden bust of Lincoln and another of John F. Kennedy.
printer for the paper. At the time. Simon wa.~ a stah: 1cp- said.
re.-.cntati\•e running for the Illinois senate, but still cont inHe -1.p.:nt r.,e next 18 years holdini; state uffices includSimon mentions he knew Kennedy and had a great deal
ucd to write editorials for,lhe paper.
ing tie_u1e11an1 go\emor hefore losing the 1972 gubcma• of respect for him.
The hiring of Pirig broughtthe newspaper's staff up to toriarprimary to Dan id Walker, who was elected
Looking ahead
four rx,-ople counting Simon. Ping said Simon h:.t~ always governor.
been a man with inlcgrity.
Simon continued his involvement with journalism dur.. When Paul S;mon w~ there ii WlL~ very political ing this period and wa., a newspaper owner until he sold
While discussing his future, he says he will have more
bec.aU5C he w~quitc ihe editorializer. He wa, very well all his share., in 1966. But he continued to write his week• time to devote to legislation over the next two years
rcsp!..'Ctcd_in_tbecommunity and always wore his bow tic, ly column titled P.SJ Washington and still writes it today. bcca1Lo;e he won't have to spend time raising money for his
yet he
not a fonnal man.
Simon not only practices journalism but cc.aches it to next election.
"I
him being very down-to-earth, and his olhe~. During 1972 and 1973, he staned the Public
However. this selr-proclaimed workaholic is un.,;urc of
intelli~_wa,; obvious but something he never flaunted. Affairs Rcponing Program at Sangamon State University what his future will hold after his retirement from politics.
I usually.was more conservative than Paul. but found him in Springfield.
k"10d 0 r
the rypcofpcrson I could disagree with I n.l still respect,"
He i,a.~ also lectured at the J<lhn F. Kennedy School of
"Some
combination of teaching and writing I
tiesaid.'.;:::4
Government at Harvard.
might find very interesting," he said.
the stories about Simon's humThis brief stint of teaching has been the only break in
Simon said he has been contacted by SIUC about their
blc starl~;~;,u'\_
Simon~s 40-year political.career.
interest in him, but he will not annoull(C his plans until
f.,/~Whm bs begin he had to print anJ publish the paper
In 1974, he was elected to the U.S. House of next year. .
b y ~ He.~ iD,? little room in the back of the print Reprcientatives and has'Jield his current Senate scat since
• Fortunate is the ~on! he uses to describe himself and
1iOO.P ~ had_l!'),~s. so he used to prop the refrig• 1984 when he upset ttu-ee:iemiincmabcnt Charles Percy hts career as a public scrvanL
~~ ~-~~ the _bot summer months 10 keep
\,
I~ II~',·~~-;.:~!•
· "I would encourage even my gr.mdchildren to get
coot;:.~ f!ldd.~;.:,J,:;..\~~...;f\
llCommenting oi{
•"· ·
~.1·-I~IIY'?lJ~~ Jlt!bli£ scni<:c be it po.J.!!ics, a mci:n)!!:rpf the
~~n!! BeU~~a!J~,'!11:~mployee or the Times
}
In
$..i.
or ~~A:
"~'JIOC'dq ;itaatever
Tnbune; iaiddicfintmcc Sunon when she went to work
Simon who has been a
,. ~•
mcn'~J-riiatesflemost~:
fortheT~_Tlllisasa~inl955.
th3!1l46years~au~l~~.-~il•ilfllifd~{~~isa)u
,. . , ~~
. 'ng
"For a joims' maii.be'wis very serious minded. He (l()l1tlcs arc ere.rung a ~ IIII00d in'Amirit:lii p , ; . ; t ' ; , ~ ~ ~ ~ - c ; i h c ~ ~ ~
realty enjoyed invadpdag' and wrote editorials about cmment that is not heallf'iy. ri~~1,;,'t~¥,3t~i;,,,'~'/f"'~:,;:.~ cozy Cllhi.!! lftSI. ~~ ~;~~ ~
local corruption,"sbe said.';".;\:",.
·t"One of the rea.wns I clecidcd liot
iati ~.'°~of ~ua1 C01'~on'about Thaiiksgiving
s,:--._,::., :;,:;;
h996 is the negative cani~gjiaigJbiwim 11m-:1a::::~E~mthe room?l)pCalStobe collea&ueswith
~:
_office
.ismorencgativelhananycanipmgalcan · · r-;
lhebieitiritmistof'diepiblicininiad.imlSimon ..
1~:;':- :_,::;:~·.:~" :6.;~.;,;;~~:.~:~ ;'ct.:.
'¼,, ·•rd like to see lhc mildia•hfle-cditciws
tad)' io l«lve W ~ foc'gooo and limit his in=.::
4
It wa., exposin1fthii ~ 1haiaxrvinced Simon he - talk con.,tructivcly aboufthe' ts.~ues.'"a · ~
'ting and ~hing.2 ~ - ~
,, ~
should run for sta!e~vc. Madison County prior
limes have ch
inmsiji;~
tt
tliin.fycu should quil whilc'yoo'ii1d.toserve
to the stat~ police ~-in.~. of.,19~. h:u:!.hcto111;.11 CO;!IC.'i to reponing
..
~•fYOU!-~t,'!he~:I'nflooli.ingfonyard'to spendhotbed for tltegal commen:ialil.ed gambling and pros It tu•
When I wa., young,; the. great vice of l'CIJC)lte . · ~ -.mJJ more time at home,\
tio.u, she said.
. ·.: JS;:;:;;;'..•~\::j~n.:.;_:~
whisk.ey. Now, l lhin~
~;,~~too.
~ii ~}?•~;'1: (,::,,-c;e··•z:~ .,..,~·
. •
1nc county had a lot of 4irty tx>lirics, and while: invcs- attention to the negallv~ and. the. public is p:irtially- fo, , '.;This- ,miqe was written_ aftef.1 ov.
mte,view. J
tigating he (Simon) was sometimes'propositior:ed by call b Ia me because we pay too much' attcn t ion. to: ttic !',; \_Currently/S,imqn1is the Democratic, floor mariaser. for 1
girls," Bellman said.
\f.::r::,l-· '•'.,~·.7,
Mvolous."
;~ l..r•,T.:'C,-;-,-!/
'·~>,'."_;tfleSenate's:deb.:Jte'of'a balanced budget .imendmeni~
. Si!llon u~ed the.paper tcin:veal thc'co~ption and
Politics is s~ill full ot;·~~oo~ he said, but not thc~:}tha\.1,ie;~ronsly(a\~. H,/a!wdelivcrs,-!monihly.,re,'4rt
implicated the state s attorney and county sheriff a.~ pan of type he campaigned against tn Madison County.
· ·about_ hwanJlysis of the SenJte's·ictfons. President .,:J
the operation.
'1nc blatanl kind of co1TI1ption has lx.'Cn n.-duced dra• Clinton a,;fei:I him.togive tlicie'public reportlb«.ws·e
In 1_953, Simon declared his canditl.K.")' for state repre• malically, but in its place is a sophisticated, legalized kind he\vould a~ar nonp,111is%n.
sentauve.
of corruption emerging because or campaign financing,"
GrJphics by J. P. Rhc,1 and Jronifcr Romm
, •••• : • ~-~ ~~e-~ :o.~~t-~~:<:n_e_~-~~-~o~~~~~~-~r_s::~ ~~,~~·:. he S:,~~•:::::::::.::.:.:.::.:.·::::::.-:.•
• t • t t · -,••·•·• • • • • • • ••~~••••••••••• •·• .a
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Students look ahead to break,
take advantage of Rec Center
By Kellie Huttes
Daily Egyptian Reporter

was really scared or the 'freshman

IS.'"
Robinson said she usually runs
1wo
miles and lifts weig.hts.
Leslie Boston brushes away a
"I've
seen a lot more people a1
stray piece of hair that has dangled
our or her ponytail. Running lhe Rec this semester," she said. "I
lhink
people
lhrough her daily exc:rci.,;e routine, spring break...are getting ready for
she lisiens 10 a Walkman, keeping a
Carolyn Witte, a senior in avia•
steady pace of 4.5 miles per hour
on the treadmill in the SIUC tion manr.gemcnl from Fond Du
Lac. Wis., said she and her roomRecreation Center.
mates started going to the center
Boston, a graduate student in after
Oiristmas vacation to prepare
education from St. Louis, said she for spring break.
visits the Recreation Center five
"I want to fit into that bikini I
times per week and walks and jogs have taped IO my door," she said.
for an hour each time.
"All my roommates have their
"I've never had a problem wilh goals (swimsuits) pinned up on
my weight before and rm n:ally oot their doors. We really should have
worried about it, but I think the !hem taped to lhe refrigerator."
older you get. the more aware you
Witte said she concentrates on
become," she said "Noc that 23 is toning her arms and running while
old or anything."
at the Recreation Ccnltt and bop::s
Shannon Robinson, an undecid- to be in perfect shape wbeo she
ed freshman from Elkgrove, said heads soolh to Panama City Beach.
she goes to the Recreanon Center Fla. in March.
with friends to stay in shape.
Jesse Rakim Tai, a senior in
"I always had P.E. in high school, administralion of justice and psyso coming here five times a week i~ chology from West Palm Beach,
not much different," she said. "I Fla., said when he was being

AROUND

THE

WORLD

IN JUST
TWO HOURS!
tou mil/ not bare tbe mmie:, to travel around tbe worid, lNI al tbe
lnternalkmal Buffet you can enfe! culinary delightsfrom counlrll!S
around the u-cdd lnd:ldlngG~ 11Jailand and Cuba.

Saturday, rehruary 18, 199;
Spm-7pm, StuRnt Center Rmaissuce Room
ADVANCE 11CKEl'S: SIUC Students/SenJor fJtizcns $8.35
General Public $9.35 • Children 12 & Under $6.00
Prices lodode tu. Adr.tnce l!ckc:ts avalbble at the Student Genier
Ccolnl Tlckd Office. Add $1 for llckds 21 the do-:ir.
For,,,_, lnj(>rfflQtion a,/l 45J•J49J. S/Jt)nsot't!d "1 SIUC Shulnt Omur.

recruited for SIUC's men's track
team. the Recreation Center aided
him !n his decision lO come to lhe
University.
"As soon as they (the recruiters)
showed me the indoor track, I said
'Yeah, rm coming,'" he said.
"Those wbo want 10 gel farther on
lhe learn won: oul hal: seven days

BEGINNING DRIVER EDUCATION COURSE

Southern Illinois University at Carbondale's
Center for Injury Control and Worksite Health
aweek.
Proq10tion (Safety Center) in cooperation with the
"I'm here all seven."
Althoug.h many students view the Division of Continuing Education is offering a
Recreation Center as a place 10 beginning driver education course on the SIUC
exercise and work out, its image is campus starting on February 24th and roncluding
changing.
Gary TISdale. coordinator or mar- during the first week of May, 1995. The enrollketing and public information, said ment fee for the course is $110.00. This fee covers
he wants lhe Reaeation Center to the.cost of an orientation lesson, six simulation
be seen as the fuobouse or the· lessons, arid '11-14 in-car lessons. Persons interestUniversity.
"It's just a place to come and ed must romplete an application form available at
the Division of Continuing Education, Washington
have run... he said.
"We're trying to get rid or the Square Building C, by February 15th. In order to
words 'work out.'"
qualify for acceptance, those applying should have
Tisdale said there always is
something dilfenmt happ:ning al at least one of the following time blocks free on
Monday through Friday: 10!00-10-.50 am, 11:00the Recreation Center.
"From aerobics, the climbing 11:50 am, or 1:00-1:50 pm. For more information
wall, to racquetball and wallyball call: SIUC Division of Continuing Education at
-we've got it all."
(618) 536-7.751.

ID) ENTERTAINMENT
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The Jerky Boys: Phone pranks into professions
The Washington Post
WASHINGTON-"There's
been times when we've m:idc: prank
calls and people say, 'Oh, we know
who this is,• " s:iys K.a.mal Ahmed.
"Most of the time," adds Johnny
Brennan. "they go. 'Hey, whaddya
think. you're the Jerky Boys?' "
Funny thing is, Ahmed and
Brennan are the Jerky Boys. two
fast-talking guys from.Queens who
somehow parlayed phone pranks
into professions: They are
Grammy-nominated recording
anists and authors ('1lle Jerky
Boys: The Book") and now film
st= of, naturally, "The Jerky Boys:
The Movie." Opening Friday, it
grossed SU million and was No.
3 in the country.

A whole new career
"Thh opens up a whole new
career." a beaming Ahmed said
Friday following a spate of promotional appearances.
Brennan, who looks like a sm:iller version of baseball behemoth
John Kruk. sports an (-told-1hemso grin.
"I remember IO years ago people said. 'What you do is great,
guys. but it won't last forever.' ..
What the Jerky Boys have been
doing since the mid-'80s is guerril-

la wotdfare that IUmS Ma Bell into
Ma Hell: They call businesses
under a variety of wise-guy guises
and provok!l cellular slapstick. The
results, to use favored Jerkywotds,
are "silly, wacky."

Underground tapes only
For years, the Jerky Boys' mis•
chief could be
only on tapes
circulated on college c:lrllpuses and
in alternative record st~. but in
1993 they mo,'Cd overground when
Select Recotds relea.'ied an album.
''Ille Jerky Boys" album went gold.
as did "The Jerky Boys 2" (up for a
comedy Grammy). This week those
albums ar.:J the new soundtrack are
all in the Top 100 of the Billboard
chart.
They met as kids living on the
same New Yon: stn:ct in the early
'70s. "People that haven't seen
either of us for years and are just
now finding out what's going on.
they will not be surprised." s:iys
Ahmed.
..I was always known in my
school as the class clown," says
Brennan, al 33 five years older than
Ahmed. w • • • I was shy. but I'd
always get myself in 1ro11ble."
Shyness is certainly not in
Brennan's characlers. He may be
the ,·oice of pe,pctual hypochondriac Sol Rosenberg, but he's also

round

the mocor mouth for Frank Rizza.
the overly aggressive, obliviously

rude wise guy who has populari7.ed
such Jerky tmns of endearment as
"sizzle chest," "fruitcake" and
"liver lips."
The movie revolves around the
Jerky Boys-Johnny B. and
Kamal- and the various character
voices they invent.
It's Rizzo who sets the movie's
events in motion: He enrages the
mob, the police and Johnny B. 's
poor mother, who regularly, and
rightfully. smacks them bodi upside
the head.

Tarbash the Egyptian
In the movie and on the record.'>.
Ahmed's great character is Tarbash
the Egyptian Magician, whose act
tends to be hyperbolically over the
top. (..( stab customers in the eye
with a saber," he brags to one •
stunned club booker.) Brennan's
creations are gc:ncrally in-your-face
(or ear, as it were); Ahmed's characters are often hapless and much
put-upon, and he has a way of making their psychic pain palp:ible. particularly when he adopts an
Indian-style accent (Ahmed's father
is from Bangladesh, his mother
from Trinidad).
According to Ahmed, Queens
proved the ideal breeding ground

for the Jerky Boys' beehive ofvoiccs and attitudes. "It's so multiethnic
and you have friends &om all different persuasions. • • ."
· "And if you have a good ear, you
suck everything in like a sponge
and it stays with you," Brennan
adds. "II wa-. always there."
The movie, scripted by James

Melkonian wilh plenty of input
from the Jerkys, is basically pranks
and consequences. "People were
amazed we could make a movie out
of what we do," Brennan concedes.
"••• If we can make a movie about
this, the possibilities are endless.
Now we're thinking aboul doing a
road movie."
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Shryock will host classical pianist Lat's Do Lunch
By James J. Fares
DE Entertainment Editor

Oa.-.sical pianist Leon Bates has
bc..-en playing piano since the age of
six and is now widely recognized
as one of lhe leading perfonners
among a new generation of
American pianists.
Bates grew up in the Gcnnantown section of Philadelphia and
soon began to discover his talent:
playing piano. Although his apti•
tude wa.'i obviftll.S from the beginning, he doesn't like to be labeled a
"child prodigy."
"Cenainly I got very positive
reactions from people and those
reactions fed my confidence and
pride in myself." he said. "But I
never felt pressured and I credit my
parent~ a g~I deal for that."
Audiences have adored Bates on
three continents. at perfonnances
with the Philadelphia Orchestra and
the New York Pllilh.:umonic,andat
Carnegie Hall and the Hollywood
Bowl. lo name a few. He studied ~t
the Settlement Music School under
Irene Beck and later at Temple
Univcn;ity' s father Boyer College
of Music under Natalie L.
Hindcra,.
Bates said that his progrnms are
varied and he attempts to get away
from the stereotypes in people's
mind~: 'I go 10 a cla.-.sical cOOCl:rt to
hear music by old de;ru Europeans.'
He said that is not nCC\..~-.:uily the
ca.,;c.
"I may include a work by a dead
American," he said sarcastically.
"Or by a woman. Or a Latin
American. That helps audiences
relate to the music and the people
who play it ( believe the mes.,;:iges
and images in music are there for
all people - that's the statement I
want to get across."
Bates' collectionofmusie varies
from nanies we all know -Johann
Sebastian Bach, Ludwig van
Beethoven
and
Sergi
Rachmaninoff- to more modem
artists as Chick Corea, Ellis
Marsalis and Duke Ellington.
Despite touring the world, Bates
tries to find time to visit classrooms
across America. He often asks children to close their eyes and describe
the images that his music brings
them.
.
"YOU never know what kind or
stimulus wil! trigger a child's inier- ·
·· · · · ·est~.. lie' um:. -:Mayllt rn ·ptay·a:.

"Of course it is important to have
science, math, history and other
subjects.." he said...But an educa•
tion that's devoid of the anistic
experience is a miscalculation. The
arts make cduci11ion so much rich•

Too Bu.cl /o!" EU,Fe1:re?

er."

Pianist Leon Bates
piano conceno like Rachmaninofrs
Second, which has the low pedal
tones and minor chords in the opening and relate that to watching a
Frankenstein movie or reading
something spooky."
Bates believes that as children
gel older their associations with
music become more mature. But
he said appreciating music isn't
something that ,..;11 come far down
the road: children can experience it
h-:re and now.

"The point is that the whole
business or creating serious music
is an ongoing process." Bates said.
"It {music) didn't die when Brahms
or Bccthm·en died."
Although Bares has an extended
touring schedule, he still finds time
to spend with his wife. Jocelyn. and
their three sons. and has composed
two works titled "Times Past
Remembered.. and "Summer

19sr

"Composing is very satisfying,"

he said. "If I were to look at music
as grades one through 12, I'd see
composition a.'i grade 13. You don't
have a formal teacher anymore. but
the learning experience continues."
Leon Bates will be performing at
Shryock Auditorium tonight at 8:00
p.m. Admission is S5.00 for the
general public and S3.00 for stu•
dent.~. childn:n and senior citizens.

•Learn how to tum walking to work or to class into a workout!
"Tum excuses into calorte burners!
'Discover new ways to help reduce the rtsk of heart disease!

DATE:
TIME:
PLACE:

February 9, 1995
Noon
Student Center Kaskaskia Room

FREE
For more infonnation call 453-2721. Sponsored by the
Student Center Special Programs anu the Well?ess Center.

Party, Party
Party, Party!

Admission:· $5 · Adults
$3 Students, Children,
& Senior Citizens
r-·or more lnro. contact the
Black History Month Committee,
(61B} 453-5714
• ,.·....
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Laily Egypnrui

NEWS
form of these lower prices: so I
don't see where making a cut here

Farmers
continuedfrom page 3
programs OD their merit, they prolect the farmer from low prices."
Jacbon County Farmer Orval
Twenhafel said the subsidies seive
no purpose other than price control
and he would be glad to see them
go.

'1 received about $7,500 in federal money last year," Twenbafel
said. "I won't be receiving any this
year, though, and to be honest, I
breathed a sigh of relief when I
found out"
Although Twenhafel said it is a
hassle to try and get federal mooey
and that be wouldn't be affected by
a budget cut, he did say cuts would
affect food prices.
'1 think it would create an atmosphere of prices swinging up and
down," Twenhafcl said. "The price
of food has stayed down because of
the subsidies, and the taxpayen:
have gotten their money back in the

Lecture
continuedfrom page 3
access to in the former Soviet
Union. Nekra'lsov said the war in
Chechnya is aitical to all of Russia.
Olechnya has an oil pipeline that
has had over I 00 million tons of oil
pumped through it in the last three
years, be said. The situation is now

is going to make a di.ffamce."
With OinlDD's p:oposed $1.6 Crillion budget. Beaulieu said farm subsidy cuts would amount 10 nothing.
"Federal money for farms has
been bouncing between $8 billion
and S12 billion," Beaulieu said.
--rhere is no way on earth this is
going to do anything to have an
effect on the deficit.
Beaulieu said the government
requests farms not to plan& grain on
a certain percent.age of their land.
This is to control the amount of
grain going to market at the end of
a season. The government then
makes up the difference to the
farmer in the form of a subsidy.
Without this type of control,
farmers could plant all their acres,
creating a glut in the marlcet and
causing grain prices to plummet, he
said.
Markle said even though subsidies are supposed to help the market, in actuality they don't because
a high parentage of fmms go withcritical and becomes more acute
evezyday it continues.
Elections are scheduled for 1996
but some have said there is not
enough mooey to have an election,
he said. Widespread corruption
threatens the validity of elections
and the possibility of any eoonomic
or social recovery.
Tommow SIUC president John
Guyon will sign a formal agreement
with Yuri Sviridenko linking SIUC

out federal fundiDg all together.
"About 1.3~ million fanns
t=eive no direct federal moocy,"
Martdesaid. "WdbOllly 1.9·miJlion
farms in the entire country, that
means the money is going to a ve:cy
small, select group of wealthy
farms. Senator Lugar waols to open
up the martet to make it fair for all

farmers."

In Southern Illinois, federal subsidies are managed by the
Coosolidaled Farm Service Agency.
CFSA ~ecutive Director Frank
c.rozier said Southern Illinois fann.
en. would not be affilcted ns greatly
as other Midwest farmers because
there are forms of agriculture in the
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"My advice w~uld be to leave

(the subsidies) alone. You don't

want to shoot youridf in the foot,"

he said
Recalling America's grain
embargo on the Soviet Union in
1980, Borgsmillcr said, "The fact
that the U.S. uses grain as a leverage tool in international politics
means they should back up agriculture 10 ensure its

success.ft

(ii

Borgsmiller said euuiog federal
subsidies as a way to reduce the

deficit is poindess.
"It's a very mioorpad of the budget," be said. "They don't need to
cut iL They spend more lime aod
money debating useless issues.
America has a responsibility to
farmers to keep the fanns going aod
ensure the American public has
food to eat.

area Olber than growing grain.
'1'd estimate about SO parent of
the acres planted are subsidized, as
opposed to 90 percent in Central
lliioois," Crozier said.
Richard Borgsmiller, a local
farmer, said cutting subsidies would
be a bad idea. However, since be
receives no federal subsidies, he
said be would not be affected by
any cuts.
to the Moscow Technological
Academy, benefiting social work
education and research at both universities. The agreement will provide for exchanges of students,
faculty, educatiooal programs and
leaehing aids and will allow the two
universities to collaborate on
research programs, according to

Richard D. Kueh1, assistant director
of SIUC's Office of lntemationaJ
and Erooomic Development

Vinson
co11ti11ued from P3ge 1
shonly after her body was found
near Carbondale's spillway on
Plea'iallt Hill Road Jan. 17.
The Southern minoisiao reponcd that at his first appearance i;:i
coun, Vinson told Judge Watt he
w;mted to plead guilty, saying that
he did not mean to bun Spillers and
he wanted the whole episode to be

ntrodudng

over.
Jackson County State's Attorney
Michael Wcpsiec said he had no
objection to the motion.
Any other proceedings in the
case, including the pre-trial hearing
scheduled for Thursday, will be
delayed until Vinson's fitness to
stand trial is detennined, Wepsiec
said.
He also said the amount of lime
it will take to de1crmine Vinson's
fitness depends on the psychologist
performing ti1e evaluation.
Michael Althcff was appointed
by 1he court to perform the evaluation.

TUE • FEB 28 • 8PM
Tickets: $14.50/12.50
$4' Cblldren'a DillcoUDts

Box Office Hrs:

weekdays 10om-4:30pm
credit cord phone orders accepted starting 9am

(618)453-ARTS(2787)

·""'"'""'" Cs:in
•

Sou1h0m li5nois University
at Carbondale

Sbryod.=

Auditorium
Celebrity Series

TI1<• Cc/J,btfty Sc!'fes !s suppon,<1 in pan by grants from the Rlbto!s Ans
Ccnma1 In a,opL'Tatiort wll/1 tile Nalforllll E,utowm,,mfor IJu: Ans

CKED WEDNESDAY!
Pete's Wicked Ale
Pete's
-------Wicked Lager

.___ ____
..;.

Get yourou,n
Wicked Glass!

Buy glass for $1.00 and
refill with beer for only
$2.00
16 kinds of draft
beer available.

Treg
Hom6res
Pint Night
Every Wednesday

was

When
the
last time JOU
had a meal?

tiil.

Howmuchcan

JOU n,ally eat?
THESMALL
WONDER
REALMEAL. THEBIGONE.
Small deep pan or
DEAL
large deep pan Cl'
thin cnut pizza Medium deep pan thin ms~~
with 1 topping or thin. crust piu:a
1~
with 1
· gand
and 1-16 oz.
2..16
of
an~+16oz.
bott1e of Pepsi
Pepsi

oi.i:'ies

hottles mPepsi

$7.79 :$9.89'

Qaily Egwtiml
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in cry-o-vac=

center cut
whole
boneless
pork
loin 1b• .

~99 :=elessL39

l.imit onewjlh additioaal lO.OOpan:hae.

roast
1b.
Limit three with

Coke favorites

24pack4 99
12oz.
cans

•

Limit four with additional lOJJO urchalle.
Additional 21
at 6.09

p:Ji:

0.00 pan:hae.

•onal
2%milk

t28oz.L99
buy_one
20.oz. ·
Post
raisin
bran
cereal
at 3.99
get one
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Government reduced not aided by GOP

.Polic~um!,~~~~!r
Crime of the Week

•

C:llbondale police are investigating an armed robbery which
occurred at approximalely I 1:27
p.m. on Jan. 31 at the Subway
Sandwich Shop located at 899 E.
Grand.
The suspect entered the store and
demanded money from the cashiers,
keeping his hand inside his coat and
indicating he had a gun. The
cashier gave the suspect money and
the susrcct fled lhe store, running
south.
The suspect is described as a
black malr.., 19-25, 6'5", 175 lbs. He
was wearing a navy-blue hooded
sweat jacket, dark tan pants, a
striped shirt and a blue knit scan.
lf you have any infonnation lhat
may help lead the police to this
man's arrest, call CRIMESTOPPERS at 549-2677.

University Police

W. Wilcox, 18, of Colorado, was
on Feb. 6 for stealing a
$16,000 1994 Saturn owned by
Aimee J. Brashe:ir, 21, of Bowyer
Hall. Police said they found the car
pariced in lot 106.
Wilcox was also arrested on an
outstanding Colorado warrant for
violating probation. He was unable
to post bond and was taken to
Jackson County Jail.
arrested

•

Jeffery S. Meredith, 21, of
Carbondale, was arrested on Feb. 6
on an outsta.'1ding Jackson County
warrant for failure to appear in court
on a DUI charge. He was unable to
post bond and was taken to Jack.,on
County Jail.

•

Lisa M. Hintz, 18, of
Carbondale, told University Police
her wallet was stolen from her
room be1wcen 8: 1S p.m. and 9:30
p.m. on Feb. 6 while she was away.
The value of the wallet is
unknown. A suspect ha, been identified and the investigation is con-

tinuing.

•

University Police said F.dward
M. Conley Ill, l 8, of Chicago,
struck a parked car while be was
trying to park a Transit Service
vehicle in the Physical Plant parking lot at 1l :40 p.m. on Feb. 2. The
damage was estimated at $1500.

WASHINGTON-Lots of people
lhink the Republican takeover of
Congress will speed up the downsizing of government begun by the
Clinton administration.
But tliere is a good chance that
ideological differences and political turf battles might slow lhe pace
of reinventing government - even
as more federal employees go out
the door.
Key congressional Republicans
have made it clear that they want

to study, and maybe reinvent the
reinvention effort. A lcey staffer of
the Senate Governmental Affairs
Committee told representatives of
public employees that a revampc:d
civil service reform proposal
would be developed "for the neitt
president"
Some GOP politicians are also
concerned about the economic
impact of dumping thousands of
federal workers into unemployment lines all over the country.

•

University Police said
Terrance P. Conway, 25, of 1181 E.
Walnut, backed his car into a car
owned by Alison M. Fuller, 24, of
304 W. Walnut, at the intersection
of West Grand Avenue and South
Oakland Street at 3:50 p.m. on Feb.
3. The damage was estimaled to be
over $500. No ciiations were issued
in connection with the accident.

•

Police said Blaine A. Davis,
20, of 52 Applecore Road. lost control of his vehicle and struck a concrete bridge abutment on Pleasant
Hill Road al 2:10 a.m. on Feb. 3.
The car was a total loss. No citations were issued in connection with
the accident.

Va\entine·1 Vay t.raft iafe
Tu,s., Feb. 14, 1Oam-Spm

.a

HallclFame
SIUC Student Center .....

Find a Valentine's gift ~ you,
SWHdNtart or pfcfl: up something
for younelf. With • wide
variety of orfglnal crafts,
the Valentfne·s Day Craft 1
Sale Is sure to have
s0ffl1llhlng for
eve,yone. For more
lnfonnaUon call 453-316316,

For Sale:
Auto
Parts & Services
Motorcycles
Recreational
Vehicles
Bicycles
Homes
Mobile Homes,.
Real Estate
Antiques
Books
Cameras
Computers
Electronics
Furniture
Musical
Pets & Supplies
Sporting Goods
Miscellaneous
For Rent:
Apartments
Houses

Townhouses
Duplexes
Rooms
Room males
Mobile Home Lots
Business Property
Wanled to Renl
Sublease
Help Wanted
Employment Wanted
Services Offered
Wanted
Lost
found
Aides Needed
Riders Needed
Auction & Sales
Yard Sale Promo

Free
Business Opportunities
Entertainment
Announcements

Opon Rate.
Minimum Ad Size;
Space Reservation
Roquirements:

S 8.65 per column inch. per day
1 eotumn ioch
,
Deadline: 2p.m., 2 days pnor to publication -,
All 1 column classifletl display
•
advertisements are required to have a 2point border. Other borders are accepta
on larger column widths.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES
(based on consecu1ive running dales)
1 day ...•..........91c per line. per day
3 days ............75c: per line, per day
s days .•..•.•..••. 69c: per line. per day
10 days .....,.... 56c per lino, per day
20 or more ..... 46c: per Hne, per day

Minimum Ad Size:
3 linos. 30 characiers
per line
Copy Deadline:
12 Noon. 1 day prior
to pubUcaUon

~lf,'{,'t\1~~;:r~~IA~v!":tfi:;;.S:: :~;~r:bt~r

ria::,ey

All dassified advertising must be processed before 12:00
Noon to appear in the next day's public:atlon. Anything
processe(I attar 12:00 Noon wlll go In the following<,;lay!s
public:alion. Classified advartlsing must be paid In ad"llan~
oxcepl !or those accounts Wllh established credit. A 29C
charge will be added to blllod claSSilied adve,:Using. A ser•
vice charg" ol $15 :io will be added to the advertisers
account for e\l;;;y c:11eck tetumed to the Oaily Egyptian
unpaid by the advertisor's bank, Early canc:ellatlon of a clas· I
slfied advertisement will be charged a $2.00 service lee. Any
refund under $2.00 will .be forfeited due to the cost ot pre-

cessing.

SMILE ADVERTISING RATES
$3.35 per inch ~

All advettislng submitted to the Daily Egyptian IS subject
to approval and may be revised. rejected. or cancelled at an11

Space Reservation Oeadline: 2p.m., 2 days prior to publlc::ation.
Requirements: Smile ad rates ara designed to be used by
individuals or organizations for personal advertising-birthdays,
anniversaries. congratulations. etc. and not for commerclal use
or to announce ovonts.

time.
The Dally Egyp!lan assumes no liability ii for any reason·

It becomes necessary to om~ an advertisement.
A sample of all mail-order llems must be submitted and
approved prior to deadline for pub!icalion.
No ad~ will be mls-dasslf,ed.

WE HAVE PRIVATE Roams &
Aporlmenl• ovailable lo ,how

UADIQUlll'MINTWAllftDI
Alll)J"'>cle,lred.
84 1-0NDA CMC: Adr ho!<h, S ,pd,
om/frn can, run1 good, maroon,
S1350 neg, S49,7A53.
'
84 Plymooil, Horizon: aub, o/c, om/
hal fm, goad coocl, dean. S900 obo. Coll
212 • S36·8541.

l'ionos,bcnli::f~an,
ompilier.,proouclio,&f. ling.

:;~::::!

1
!1s•684•68:'c

MAC/LC W/MOU$E, keyboard &

color moni1or, AMP. R""', ..t:lMll Hord

drive.t ..e),Cal6S7•243o,

286 COMPUTER, VGA Monilor, l.A4

soo.

!J~r·oA~!~e!tt'a:

=;~~~1t~

Weha,,elwwhid,a:ribepdo,dup
now al office al 711 S. Poplor
Slreol

1....._._ _ _ _ _ ___.

WIRE!fSS SYSTEMS SAlf. T..ie,c, S.re, .....,.. $500. "-57· 5225• •
, A06 E. Slolcer, $150/n,o + plu, util,
Som>On, Gemini, in slocl. ~ • • 486SX/33,4~l'Offl, 170.HD, .owcili"._'rned.1-_800-423·2902.
f
Guilcn, Heoc!M!I,, Hondheld. Pncecl to SVGA monilor, Tc,Jmodem, rnoU>e, 'Acapling mdia,iion, lor group o S
gel you ur,,lu99"0, Soundc«e Music S1200cbo S49-0329.
..,m....,.,,.f;,a l'W.S.
122 ~. llinoi•. Sale,, """ice, DJ reniol., • 486SXJJWI, 8M8 RAM, SAOMB HD•
.tud,c,, la,oole. AS7·S641 457• • l4'SVGA, 2X CD ROM,
Cord.
0280.
S1099/obo. Brad S49·638S.

So"""

91 MITSUBISHI ECUPSE, $699S. 90
Toyo1a CClfflr), A9 ,.,.. Mi. $7495. 89
Toyolo Corolla SR S, 64,,u mi.,
SS995. 88 Mu•long, $249S. 88

~~:;.;~!.9M~~~;;::;:

79 CJ 7, 90,IOU! mi, aulo, $3,300 or
comic!., trod., for .....,1 tru<t Adam
.S49 ·SJll.
7S CHEVY MPJJBU
Runs well, SSOO
Call 549•9768.

CARI fO• $1001 .

Trod,, boot,, 4-wlieel,n, molorf,b..,..,
AAA AUTO SAlfS 605 N. BlJNOIS furniture, eloc:tronoa, a,"""ta-i etc. by
~.:9• 133 l.
f!ll,IRS,DEA. Aeoil<i>le your'""'° mw.
- - - - - - , , - - . . . . , , . - - - 1 Coll I •B0S·962·9000 ad. S-9501.
90 ECLIPSE. REO, turbo. 67,UJ< ml, S
,pd, ale, fo.i <:er. $7800/obo. Scm
687•3009

$795.

89 MA.1.DA MX·6, c.o.,b, a/cl n,:c cond.
75,ax, mi, SSSOO 457·6169.

88 GRANO PRIX, 2dr, 80,><"" ,,,;, full
opliorn, , _ !in:,, good co..d, S3,6SO.
S36·2S13

2 fEMAlf ROOMMATES neeclecl for
en..hide. CoR S49•3778:
t-eMe..age.
Femolo raomole n....ded lo, 3 bdrm
apt. S164 moallut.1andmbieind,ccll
549.7037_
NEEDED IMMEDIATaYI Roommot• lo
lhote spociousdean 3 bdnn home will,
I ofl,,ir, S min wall le SIU, greal
neiglh,,hood, S240/mo + ~ulil,
ale, w/cl. 405S James. S29•7471.

ROOMMATE for 2 bdnn lmilor,
c/o,d/w, l l!baih,ded:,shc.!,tlo,elo
SIU, NICE! S17S neg. 549·91~7.
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J LOCATION IN MURPHYSBORO
-Studlo-.J.2. or 3 s.droom•
•Pool. Vollqball Court. &
Pfcnfc Araa
•Auaflabl• In Summer a Fall
•All A,,artmanta ha.,. , - . - d

Re:; :::::v~:·1o::i~

· •
•

•
, •

$21S month/unit

.• :•

r¥52SSI1:kir529611.!ti.'ffSZ!Ji66JO¥
...,;-~,«~%<,w,.;="A~-w.,.#.J"""";,«·~"'@\i;,.:,,,,,,,,4,.;.,.-;~
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•
mu1t tab house dalt

available ar don't cal.
No exceptions.

529-3513

•'.·

:.
•'.

a

Circle artwork (if applicable)
b
c

••=~~

•
·•
•
:

•:

Cost = $6.50
Cost w/ artwork = $7 .50

•

•

i!

Place your message in the boxes provided. Remember punctuation and spaces. . :
.,,

W#

~

•;
••

d

•·

·•:!••
•

N
am
e----------------•
Addres;:,.....
________________
.;
City
State
Zip---- •·
Phon'C.-----------------::

:1

Your Love Line will appear in the. Daily Egyptian
Tuesday, February 14
•:

card type and number (if applicable)
:;
·,:
• Cre~it
v,s _______
MasterCard _ _ _ _ _ •:
•

....

Card"'----------------•!
Expiration Date______________ :,·

.........................,,

Daily Egyptilln

STM THE CAA DOCTOR Mceile
med,anie. He mole. hovie calk.
457•798.t or bl-!,.. 525·8393.

LIGALSIRYICIS
..,,_..._

$225.

........,.......

DUI from S225. Ca, ~••
penonal injurie., gene,al pta(lice,

Haur .. PIUX,

Garden Park Apartments
607 East Park St.

457•6545.

~Al
- ........
~

• Sopbmore approved
• l.wnuy 2 bedroom/2 bath
apartments, swimming pool, &
laundJy facllltles OD premises
• No pets allowed

M'BOQO, 2 801!M, BATH 1/2.
:AVAIi, NO,.V CAU 426-3965,
, I & 2 !xlm>, 12 I!. 14 wide, pti•al• S1750 WEEKLY l'OSSl&f ma,f;ng our
clo<h, well tghted, cl,,on, wal.,/lrr:M, circufon.
, ru,n, of<.""°' SIU, wrnmer
529· fot info eel 202·298,8952.

rel••-

29
0 5
_lJ__2-BE-OIIOOM--M06-,--ILE-HClM--E-i
a1
Sl65
Jcall AS7·5641.

~!.tfs!!. .!

~=~~~!

s49 -Jaso
f NEWLY RfMODElED
-,.-oAtf-.-.-.,,-2-9041-M-,1,-.,,,.-,..,.wd.....,....,- I
o/c, quiel b«,tion, Coll
529·2432 or 684•26oJ
, SHADY I BDRM o1 Student Pork,
by u,.•.,,;1y,Mol1, St 'JIJ/mo,
incJude.,.fl, & fu..,,;ture, 4S7·619J.

HfAO-

~~w:.::..".Cort~.~:;t,:
lo,
J.Aio

AMNllON BUSINESS Marlceting &

monagom,,nl rnojoti, ''"""""--'
THE URSA.NA PARK DISTRICT i,
ovoil, up lo help w/ rtwlTWI,
occeptin9 applicolion, for ,ummer 'mole 51922/.,,.. 1hi, '""'"""
employm""' in lhe an,o,: Loll Houie 1·800•45A·6937. Sov!l,.,wem Co.

Now Renting for Fall •95

Ar~
Co11fratuCates

ou,.Sprina95
f4.._;~;;:::,~:.,~da,: i~'t":; ~~~~~1i '.ll•jpf
i.111Hlllf~
4,_.w.,Jlt_,_,
. v,~,_,❖"•
.,, -VUV>'

Re(:reolion.

,,.v<, ..

The Ladles of

Sigma Sigma
'
Sigma

Con~u1~$,~ the
follp"1i!19ttlit_~rs

,:orftiie1r ,
i~ ~,-\,.,..,..,

f'ebfultif4,

rndtih·w~t1on
t:.(~~:r~~:/:::~./
Jennlf~lfupers
Lynda Jones
Shella Kidd
Kate Shonkwiler

-

549-2835

•••••••••••••-•• i
Ill TOP C'DALE LOCATIONS ••
•
FOR FAMDJES & STIJDENTS
•
APAR'.1ME'N1S
• 1Belroom, Fvnrwr<4 2Bofmmn.1iflniwl

•

•• a16N.~St.G)upb)ll,ll IISW.Mai1151.12,13NS.16

••

& 1/2N.ltdt,!l.Cf~M

• WliW.Oieny(upslainllewll
IISW.M.tlnSt.11

pf.e'aeCUISS:

, •• 2105.Springdl,1'2,14
905W.S)'l:alni:Rll,12

.

•.

W,,_
423 ,11UJM:,a13.U.15,16

..

210S.Spipl3
iliW.SJ1211ml3>1

••

U.AW.Sj'allm

mw.s,ame
•·
Jaimie Ada~sen .. ali
ti :
!VKW.s,aizl,i
•i
Julie Boehne
·•
HQUSES
•:
Jiil Eagen
2 Bcdmam. fw'lrilwl 3 &4mmn. flcmiw4 •
IIOtN.llridgeSt.
6171W.a.ny
'
Kristy Graddy , •• IIOt"'N,llridsaSt.
513N.Dntt
•
\T06W,Om,y(plnllewl<ll\lyl 1005.tb:lll
Barbara Hopson
Kelly Kuipers
:,=«G,40UJS,G, •
Liz Linden
. • -IOlS.Oul.n!
:~,._
••
Heather.Morgan . • U17adWaMalnSt
!ilDN.Oali:l.wf
. .;
806W,Sd!Wllltl:
3155.0ullnd
Stephanie Randoll • 4'1SW.5yamare
3175.0ullnd
•
•
409W.5yamare
cuw.s,.
Shannon Robinson . •
9'11W.S,•.
Scotty Teasley
• 4Ut,lmqm.flmdsbed 5fk4cqmg. fvmisbe4 •
•
(llll 1- 111/d & 1111:isH111fif cJ,a)
(all hare w/d)
•
Crisa Travaglinl
WliW.Qmy
&5S.R&W2lmi,211tt.l Ill
Mlllssa Welhman • 410S.l«est
• ,
• 308S.Jamcs
421W.lobm:(miti-md.linbi:lll
,
njfany Wood
.t. 910W.MiD
C.mferi:Dwre
•
403 S. Ouland
.
Ill 803W.Schwartzl'.3bathsl 211SFmlremhm!!iUCid 111

:::~=
•• :~=

•• BOIW.Schwartz
•

~~~=(~Felhnd") •

l&liJI

.:

422 W. Syamore
1701 W.Syamore

•

111
LUXURY EFFICIDICIES
••
• (For GRADS & LAW Students Preferred) •

Ill 408 S. Poplar #1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, & 8 •:
•
·•
•

Now Renting for
Summer and/or Fall

ar.=============~• ,.

,.
•

•

1, Z, & 3 Bedrooms

dl£Q
Bargain Rentals 2 Miles West
0t Km.gee West .

1 & 2 Bedroom Furnished
, Apartments
2,3, & 4 Bedroom Furnished

Houses

·

•·•
• ·
Ill•
•

Ill:

•

(with w/d & carports)
..
• fL1!S.: luxury brick 3 bcdroom-2 lllt
• bath (C/ A, W /O,carpeted, carport~ Ill

*near cam.pus
*some country settings
*energy efficient
*sorry, no pets
*reasonable rates
For aps:,t. to sec call 457 -5266
M-F 9-5 Sat 10-12

•

Inquire about last month's rent free.

t-======-==========-

I

.ti, .~
NO PETS
. _ . ;·
~,.,,_1.. .. _. -;, .-,684-414S; .·, . :. ,.

.;

• I

•. •--•:•:•:•~· ·:'~.:•.•·•,-•-•---~
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• Minutes to Campus
• Flexible Lease Terms
• Furnished or Unfurnished
• ..........,. . 1,2,3
- d 4 Bedroom•

$3100 for a Doultle for
Fall '95 & Spring.'96
Call 549-1332 or Stop by \600 W. Mill
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by Garry Trudeau
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by Bill Watterson
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:
and Immunization office :
: will be closed from 8:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. :
! Wednesday, February 8. 1995 for staff•
·! orientation. If you have an urgent medical
: need, please contact one of the following:

•
•••

Carbondale Clinic
Urgent Care Center

2601 West Main
549-S361
TDD (Hearing Impaired) 529.. 1670
Memorial Hospital of Carbondale
Emergency Room

405 West Jackson
549-0721

••
••
•
•
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Profits top exec's priority list-survey
Value of employees ranked low

TheWashingtonPost

When it comes to putting
Only 25 percent of the executives
employees first, corporate execu•
lives talk the talk, but they don't surveyed said their company's
human-resources department had
always walk the walk.
The majority of executives put any real say in the company's
profits first and people somewhere strategic business planning process
near the bottom of their list of pri• and 31 percent said they did not
orities, according to a survey by view the deployment of people
Towers Perrin Co., the New York- v.ilhin the company as a strategic
ha.~d manascment consulting finn. issue.
David Rhodes of Towers Perrin
Interviews with 300 executives
from medium and large-sized finn~ said he wa.~n•t surprised by the sur•
vey
results. ult's politically correct
found that 98 percent of them
agreed that improving employee to talk this way. A number of CEOs
performance would significantly have bought the conventional wisimprove their company's produc• dom that people are the most impor•
tivity. In addition, 73 percent tant assets. Lots of them believe
claimed employees were their com• that's the way they should talk,"
pany's most import:lnt investmenL Rhodes said.
Patricia Millii;nn, another Towers
But when these same executives
were asked to rank their business Perrin official, said executives' attipriorities, investing in people tudes toward their employees are
ranked fifth on a six-item list. just huning overall corporate perforahead of quality of marketing. The m:mce. "What companies seem to
top three priorities listed by the be overlooking," she said, "is the
executives were customer satisfac- crucial connection between custion, financial performance and tomer satisfaction and employee
performance."
competition.

Talk of putting people first came
into vogue in the mid- to late-1980s,
after the federal government published its first "Workforce 2000"
repon forecasting a skills shortage
in the workplace. The study pre·
dieted U.S. corporations would lose
their competitive edge unless they
began paying more attention to the
skills needs of a future work force
in which 85 percent of the net new
jobs would be filled by women and
minorities.
Competitive preMures also have
forced many companies to develop
work teams and other cooperative
practices designed to "empower"
their employees in an e!Ton 10 boost
productivity.
So far, however, serious skills
shortages have yet to develop as
corporate downsizing continues
unabated, leaving a swplus of workers in many areas despite a current
unemployment rate of S.7 percent,
which m.-.ny economists belie,·e is
edging close to full employment.

Turning the 'Motor City' around:
Mayor optimistic change on way
By Donakl W. Nauss
Los Angeles Times

DETROIT-In Detroit, there is a
palpable sense of optimism for the
first time since Jimmy Carter was
presidenL To hear some talk, the
nation's auto capital is on the move
again and will become a model city
early in the 21st cenlllly.
That's probably a stretch. This is
the same Detroit lhat not long ago
was the nation's murder capital.
The same Detroit that still engages
in a perverse Halloween eve ritual
of rampant arson. The same Detroit
that has lost nearly half its population and jobs, and where a third of

families live in poveny.
Still there are signs of progress.
Detroit recently won a federal
empowerment zone grant 10 rebuild
areas near downtown. Proposals
for a new baseball sradium and casino gaming could spur investmenL
Having so much vacant land that
pans of the city resemble an urban
prairie, Detroit is luring developers
with a let's•makc•a«al anilllde.
Detroit's balding, be.arded mayor,
Dennis Archer, is applying the·
Jessons learned by Baltimore,
develand and other urban areas to
revive his impoverished city. For
instance, be bas studied how
Oeveland Mayor Mike White Cos-

ten:d racial and corporate cooperation to make his city's downtown a
showcase. Although ils social prob!ems remain. Oeveland is seen as a
tum.iround city.
Archer's effons already are mising Detroit's profile as well as his
own politic.al capital. AJready he is
regarded as a figure with statewide
and national appeal.
"He is a visionary mayor," said
Sen. Carl Levin. 0:.Mich.
Butitwilltakemorelhanal)O"'.erful vision to overcome the protilems that pfague Detroit, whose
landscape makes it an unflattering
symbol of decades of failed urban
policies.

Enrollment
amtinued from page 3

Economists have come 10 define
full employment as the lowest
unemployment rate that can be
achieved without triggering wage
increases and, in tum, inOation.
In most surveys, Rhodes said,
executives are asked, "• Are people
your most important asset?' and
they say 'Yes, of course.' He's rot
going 10 say 'oil'; it's a knee-jerk
response."
Despite the attitudes it portrayed,
Rhodes said. he is not discouraged
by the survey's results. ''Ten years
ago people didn't really care about
this issue at all," he said. While he
acknowledges most of the 1espondents still are paying lip service to
the notion that employees are critical to a corporation's success,
Rhodes said there are signs that corporate attitudes are shifting.
Rhodes tells of an oil company
that developed a major strategy for
investing in Russia, only to discover at the last moment that it did not
have the people it needed to c.ury
out the plan.

dropped by 330 students
from last spring to 3,018 in
199S.
Candy Duncan Evans,
associate dean for ac:idemic
services for technical careers,
said the decrease was due to
the transition process in the
college.
Five programs are being
phased out, she said. adding.
"Until all programs are in
place, there will be a fluctu•
ation in enrollment num•
bers."
Evans said the College of
Technical Careers has a
long-term plan awaiting
Illinois Board of Higher
Education approval, and she
holds a positive outlook for
the college. She also said
even though the college has
seen a large decrease, it still
has the second largest
enrollment at SIUC.

" ' - ' Vati Travels, Inc.
COMPLETE TRAVEL SERVICE
OFFERING UP TO 60% DISCOUNT ON
INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL
• SPECIAL FARES FOR EUROPE, CHINA,
JAPAN, NEPAL, AFRICA, SINGAPORE, INDIA
ANO MANY MORE
549-9214
OPEN: MONDAY-FRIDAY 10-5
715 S. University• /lbove Kinkos

t V2 MlJea loath of c-paa-1lLS1
Ol!N f DA"d A wnx,, fA.M. •tO P.M.

Student Programming Council
3rd Floor, Student Center

536-3393

Friday Mght
at8pm
SIUC

Student Center
Big Muddy Room

Co-sponsored by:

•IICl5Tl.,\TkWDlAC'U','t,M,nwylt.twt
•H,P...,..,~U7~

-ac.o....a.,~
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Dl:J.ab/1/ty Suppo,t ~tvlcts.
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.·src Crntrr l'rogrammlng.
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'Penny' now good as gold
Hardaway finally accepted by Orlando fans, skeptics
Ncwsday
ORLANDO, Fla.-The bum that
scorched his pride occum:d months
ago, but Penny H:m:!away still feels
the sensation. Apparently, time
hasn't healed this wound.
"I couldn't believe it," Hard:iway
said last week as he laa:d his sn.:akCl'li before a game. "I knew what I
was doing was righL The team said
I could option out at any time in my
contract. So I thought I should get it
over with this year. And then ii
became a big issue with people,
whether Anfemee Hardaway should
be paid x.•amount of money.
"I don't know. I get booed two
years in a row and I do nothing
wrong. I don't understand iL"
These should be very gratifying
times for Hardaway, and for the
most pan. they are.
His team, the Orlando Magic,
owns the best recom in the Eastern
Conference and has all the tools OOC•
cssary to play ba.,;ketb:i.11 in June.
Orlando is the le:igue's marquee
team with the league's marquee
player in Shaquille O'Neal. The
Magic may have the best starting
five in basketball. Its st:irnp of legit•
imacy is only a playoff victory
away.
In the NBA vernacular,
Hardaway is a "complete package."
Not many guards have as many
weapon.~ as Hardaway. In the open
coun he's a crafty cre~tor. ln the
halfcoun he uses his 6-foot-7 size
for a po~l•up ad.-antage. The height
also gives Hardaway a vantage point
that's the envy of most ballhandlers,
one that aids his expansive coun
vision the way it helped the player
he's often compared to, Magic
Johnson.
"Best guard in the league,"
O'Neal calls Hardaway. "Case
closed, bro."
Hardaway averages 21 points,
seven a.msts, four n:bounds and two
steals and his selection to start in
next week's All-Star Grune was
obvious. One million fans who
stuffed the ballot box in his name
Clll't be wrong.

Suspension
amtinW!dfrom page 20

paternity suit, an arrest for weapons,
public fights with his ronner wire
and a story in which he said he ha.~
contempl:ued suicide. Dr. Allan
Lans, the New York Mets' psychiatrist who treated Strawh.:ny when
substance-abuse problems first surfaced in 1990, Monday called
Strawberry's story "an American
tragedy."
When Strawberry failed to show
up for the ~ Angeles Dodgers'
final spring training game last year
and admitted to a "substance-

Madness
amtinuedfrom page 20
Illinois State's chances at the
MVC title me dim at 7-4, but the
Redbirds have one or the more
favorable schedules in its remaining
games.
Five or!SU'i> final seven contests
are in Nonna! as the Redbinis play
host to Evansville, Bradley (Feb:
I I), SI UC (Feb. 18), Northern Iowa
(f-cb. 20) and a season finale with
Dralce (f-cb. 27).
ISU's only road games are at
Dralce (Feb. IS) and Indiana State
(Feb. 23).
Despite its recent surge,
Southwest Mls."iouri State is still
behind the. Valley's eight-ball with

"Ibc way he went from good lo
great was so quick," said Nick
Anderson, Hardaway's backcourt
mate. "I know he's maoo my game
a whole lot easier. He gets eveiyone
involved and isn't afraid to take the
big shot. An.J what people don't
know is how much he's improved
defensively."

tory before Shaq.
After finishing a close second to
WebberforRookieorthe Year honors, Hardaway thought the rans•
coolness toward him was histoey.
Then be was targeted again. It happened wt fall during lengthy contract negotiations !hat earned him a
ninc-)1:21" cootract worth alma.st $70
million. Hardaway missed training
camp, and during the player introII I get booed two
ductions in his first game, be was
greeted with a mixed response.
years in a row and
It's all good now. The Magic have
hit their stride , in large part because
I do nothing
or Hardaway, so his delicate antenwrong. I don't
nae can't locate even a single disunderstand it. 11 gruntled fan sitting in the upper
sections or Orlando Arena. But the
sears remain.
Anfemee Hardaway
Hardaway didn't replaoe Skiles at
Orlando Magic guard
point guard until halfway through
last season. The coaches, underThe aa:epc:mce of Hardaway by standably, wanted to educate
the national audience, his peers and Hardawayslowly,mostlyusinghim
his teammates was swift. He has at two-guard and switching him
ascended to the top at his position 0C:C$ionally to the point. The proband appears lo have a long shelflife. lem was that a division had formed
And that's why Hardaway can't among the Orlando players. Most
underst..nd why, in his opinion. the felt Hardaway was va.~ly superior to
local'> an: just now wanning up to Skiles e\-en on opening night
him.
Soon it was a moot poinL In the
Maybe it's the disjointed view of offseason the Magic sent Skiles to
a previously in.wlated 23-year-old. the Bullets and handed Hardaway
someone who has been coddled and the keys. There wa.~ one holdup:
embraced wherever he played. first Hardaway exercised the escape
at Memphis Treadwell High School, clause in his contract and ncgotia•
later at Memphis State. And even tions lagged all summer. It's true
Hardaway admits to being sensitive that 11:udaway's agents tried to get
and lacking an 1'-'lm layer of skin.
But some things just stay with a him a higher salary than O'NeaJ's.
person and gnaw at them, even in but they didn't ask for the outra•
gcous $120 million that was widely
the best of times.
Two years ago, when the Magic reponed. Still, the negotiations
didn't
exactly enhance Hardaway's
was blessed with the draft's first
overall pick for the second consecu• image among the IOCII public.
He is asked whether he believes
th-e year, irs fans were stunned when
the club swapped forward Chris any of the acrimony was racially
•
Webber, who seemed a perfect motivated.
"I don't know," he said. "I do
match f.or Shaq on the front line, for
know
that
when
Skiles came bade
Hardaway and three first-round
picks. The public was slow to snug• (as a Bullet), they greeted him.Ill the
gle up to Hardaway and to reliiquish aiiport. He goes on our he:kf cooch's
its a.ffedion ror the player Hardaway show. And then before the game
replaced. Scott Skiles, the most pop- they want to give him a standing
ular figure in the club's five-year his- ovation and he has to tell them no.~
abuse" relapse. it was widely speculated his problem was alcohol.
However, baseball somces Monday
said Strawberry's trouble involved
cocaine then and now.
Strawberry was not available
Monday, and agent Eric
Goldschmidt said only, "This is a
personal situation." It is expected
that Strawberry, as part or an agreement to his federal income w troubles, soon will plead guilty and
accept a three-month prison term.
Federal officials have accused
him or evading $I46,000 in taxes
by failing to repon $502,043 in
income from autograph shows and
personal appearances. Strawberry
pleaded iMocent Dec. 18 to taxa 5-6 league made..
The Bears' odds for being one or
the eight ream; who make the MVC
Tournament an: pretty strong, but

SMSU still has to face Tulsa at
home Feb. 14 and come to
Carbondale Feb. 16.
Drake's chances for a ttip to St
Louis are not as favorable as ·
SMSU's with a 5-6 Valley made.
The Bulldogs still have Tulsa,
Wichita State and Illinois State on
its road agenda, and home showdowns with ISU, SMSU, Evnnsville
and Northern Iowa.
Wichita State and Creighton
pose the biggest threats to snag one
or the final spots at the Valley
Toumanr.nt, while Northern Iowa
and Indiana State are on the verge
or looking towards next season.

e,-asion charges in U.S. District
Court in White Plains, N.Y.
Goldschmidt also ple:ided innocent
to tax evasion, a felony carrying a
max.imum penaJty or five years in
prison and a $250,000 tine.
Ironically, mends say 0011It proceedings were delayed in part
because Slrawberry was hoping to
keep ooscball from imposing disciplinary action for his tax problems.
His drug suspension is due to begin
April 2, when the season is scheduled to open.
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Call &: c"":•er roses ·,
sml an)~f'_t're in·
the U.S., Canada ,:

l

or Puerto Rico.
Just in .time for

·

ValentinesD?.l'•

·:,.~
:~

Say you're calling for ...
WSIU•FM &: your ord .
benefitsfublic radio! .·.

$120 for dozen.
$60 for half dozen.

Freedom From Smoking
ow is the time and this is the gruup for the
smoker who is serious about quitting.
Participants can expect three major benefits:
encouragement, a structured program, and
group support. YOU CAN DO IT!
Co-spoll80rrd with the American Lung Association.
Meets Mondays for seven weeks, beginning Fehntlll'Y
13, from 4:00 to 6:00 p.m.
Activity Room D, Student Center.
(across from Student Development)

"This wu a f,m....., gn,up, lhoroughly
warld•cl&SS. ~ polish, the inlllitivcly
right ltll.lC of chenliJuy WU evident right
Crom Ille opelliag Byrd ma1.u.·
• P,v,,idmctt Jo11mal

Monday,
February 13,

7:30 p.m.
$7.00 General Admission

$3.00 Students

For mo~ informalion, c.a/11.ftXml-4720, F.rl. 2/fl, or 77Y985-2752

- ~ . . JOHN A. LOGAN COLLEGE
~ O'Neil Auditorium
CAUU:m.1.f.,IL6l918

n..-11,.,,,,.,,..,,..,..,,.,.,.,_.m-,;,,w~•-...,,.,. .. J>#a'f,f!W-

DON'T ,JUST SIT THERE!
~""= SPC Open House Partyl
'16Come hang out with
our staff and learnmore about the
Student Programming
Council. It's a
·
guaranteed good time
forall!
·
·

f,

TONIGHT!

at 6:30 pm SPC
office, 3RD floor
of the Student
Center or call

536..3393 for
more info.
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Freshman swimmer leads by e'.(ample
By Cynthia Sheets
Daily Egyptian Reporter

According to SIUC men's
swimming coach Rick Walker,
Steve Munl. comprises the charoc•
1eristics of every succes.,ful athlete
he has ever coached.
«Jt's taken me a long time 10
recruit guys like Sieve Munz,.. said
Walker. "He is lhe hanl-woddng
type of athlete that never questions
decisions and is able 10 give of
himself...
Munz is a part of lhe "Fab 5" al
SIUC, a name he and freshmen
team members have decided to call
themselves. based on their accomplishments Ibis season. Munz
comes to lhe campus from St.
Charles High School in Illinois.
where he found success his senior
year as the illinois Stale Champion
in the 100-yard backstroke and
runner-up in the 100-yard buuerfly
compctilion.
"My parents used to joke around
by saying that I could swim before
I learned how to walk:· Munz s:iid.
"They probably told me that to
give me more confidence in my
swimming."
Another confidence builder is
that Munz ha~ achieved a life-time
bc.~t already Ibis season in the 200yard backstroke in the Salukis'
meet against Kentucky. He ha.\
also broken into the men's top-five
times in the same event.
Munz wa.~ the Missouri Valley
Conference Champion in the 400yard medley relay and the 200-yanl
backstroke. and has been the team
leader all season in the 100 and
200-yanl backstroke.

Strawberry
suspended
60 days for
drug use
Newsday

s«AN
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Munz, afrt.'$/1111011 memlicr of the SIUC mm's swimmi11g team from St. Charles, practices T11e.~ay after110011 al the Rl.'t:m11io11 Ce11ter pool. 111e 11ext meet for tire swim/dir.'f! teams is Saturday against Easlem lllinoif;
at tl1e Recreation Center.
"What I have achieved so far this is always giving a hi-5 to a team time at the NCAAs in the 100-yanl
SIL"l.'t.'

season has to be credited to the
team," Munz said. '1'hc team is
everything to me. the friendships
and ties are \"Cl')' important."
The ties are not one-sided, however, as Walker said that anytime
he find., an athlete so giving to the
learn, there is the athlete that is
receiving more than he ever gh-es.
"Steve is very vocal in the pool
and very supportive with other
team members." Walker said. "He

member or palling someone on the
back and saying 'good job'. Steve
tend.~ to draw oUI the good parts in
evecyone."
Walker said that because of ath•
letes like Munz. everyone on the
team has stepped up their perfor•
mances.
Munz had a goal meeting with
Walker earlier in the season to discuss prioritized item~.
"I'm shooting for a qualification

Cornell, track team searching
for answers to 3-week slump
By David Vingren
Daily Egyptian Reporter

11 I've done all

As distance runner Mark
Russell spun the comer of his
!'oCCond lap, he noticed something
unusual - he was already
exhausted with six turns left in
the mile.
"On the first and second laps
you shouldn't be tired. but by
then I couldn't believe it. 1 wa.\
tired." Rus.~11 said of his experience al last weekend's Indiana
Invitational.
Then even more disbelief sci
in as he glanced over at the clock
and saw his time.
"I looked at the clock and it's
embarro.'i.\ing," Russell, who finished lhe race 30 seconds shon
of his expected time, said. "I wa.\
like 'get me off this track.'
"I'm just not able 10 do what
came natural to me before. l"m
strugglbg for easy times."
Russell's perfonnance is one
of man:; unsolved mysteries the
Salukis have endured in the
midst of the team's three-week
slump. In fact. Russell's ineffectiveness is such a mystery that
head coach Bill Cornell a.,ked
him to take a blood test, which
he did yesterday, in case the cul•
prit is a virus.
Russell's times have ballooned
at each meet while his energy
diminishes, which resulted in a
4:35 mile la.~t weekend when he
calls his "normal" time a 4:03.
Frustration had been growing
on R11ssell for the past month as

I can do. I had
a pep talk with
them last week,
but no one can
coach killer
instinct. ,,
Bill Cornell
men's track coach
he could not derive a conclusion
to his problem until he finally
confronted Cornell.
"Before I spoke to coach, it did
(bother me)," he said. "With the
conference competition coming
up (Feb. 25) I knew I had lo get
something done...
Although the blood test may
help 10 solve Russell's problem,
it may not be the answer for
other athletes who are struggling
to meet expectations.
Poor performances by the
Salulds have been getting under
Cornell's skin for the past three
weeks. He said he is concerned
because the energy level in his
athlett:s seems low.
"There's no killer instinct, no
desire," he said. "You have to
want it bad enough. You've got
to have that to win. Some kids
could care less if they win or
lose.

"I've done all I can do. I had
a pep talk with them last week,
bul no one can coach killer
instinct. Thal has to come from
within."
Cornell said he ha.~ no answers
10 why his team is underachieving and gets "nothing but blank
faces" when he asks his athletes
for some.
Sophomore JS-pound weight
thrower John Sweetin. who also
is mystified to why he is strug•
gling to meet expectations. is one
of those blank faces.
"I don't know what everybody's problem is." he said.
"We just can't pull everybody
together.""
"I don't sec less dedication
from last year. The talent is
there. we just need to bring it
out.""
Sweetin's tosses have yet to
come within two feet of the SO.
foot mark he and Cornell have
been expecting.
"I'm not where I want to be
right now. (t could be :i variety
of things," he said. "I'm looking
at films of myself and films of
both my teammates to sec what
lhe problem is.
That can be said of the entire
:Cam, which has just two more
meets, both al home, to come up
with solutions before the
Missouri Valley Conference
Championships arrive.
"Maybe once we get a couple
good perfomiances from a couple groupi. lhe rest of the •earn
will be like 'if he can do it lhen
we can do it,'" Russell said.

buuerfly," Munz said. "I am about
a half-second off the consideration
time. and a second and a half off of
the qualifying time.
"In the Conference mccls in
aboul three week.,, 1 want to win in
the 200-yard backstroke, the I 00yard backstroke, and 100-yard butterfly," Munz said. "It won't easy.
because we have a lot of fast guys
on the team. and they're going to
be shooting for it, too."

Darryl StrawbelTy. whose
continuing troubles have
overshadowed and undercut
his considerable talent. was
suspended for 60 days by
baseball Monday for failing
to comply with the sport's
drug policy and his own
aftcr-aire program. Ba.,;eball
sources said Strawberry's
suspension comes after one
failed test for cocaine.
Strawbeny's relapse also
has resulted in his unemployment, as the San
Francisco Giants immediately released the problem•
plagued outfielder. General
l\lan:iger Bob Quinn, who
supported Strawberry
through his recent well-publicized w: troubles, Monday
cited a condition of
Strawbeny's Giant~ agreement that he avoid drug violations.
Strawberry's latest set•
back could mark the end of
hi~ highlight-filled yet
checkered career, which
also has included a
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'March Madness' starts
early in MVC title race
By Grant Deady
DE S::,ons Editor

Man:h is still 20 days away, but
the Missouri Valley Conference
men's baskelhall title race is already
mad.
Tulsa is in the driver's seat for
the MVC crown with a 9-2 league
mark. not to mention two impressive non-conference wins last week.
The Golden Hurricane won at
New Mexico Stale Monday night
and toppled a 14-2 Western
Kentucky team Saturday.
Even if TU (14-5) blows iL\ lead
in the Valley and fails to win the
MVC Tournament. head coach
Tubby Smith and his troops have an
excellent shot al getting an at-large
bid to the NCAA Tournament for
the second straight year.
The biggest tests remaining for
TU are road games :it Evansville
(Feb. 11) and Southwest Missouri
State (Feb • .1). Bradley goes to
Tulsa Feb. ~.
SIUC (8-3) now holds a one
game advantage over Evansville
and Bradley in lhe MVC loss col•
urnn after Monday night's 66-65
miracle victory :it Nonhem Iowa.
The Dawgs have two tune-ups
with Creighton (Feb. 9) and Indiana
State (Feb. ti) before tackling a
brutal four game stretch that
includes road games at ntinois Stale
(Feb. 18) and Bradley (Feb. 20).
Sandwiching lhe three day trip to
Central Ulinois, SIUC will play host
to Southwest Missouri State (Feb.
16) and enterb.in Evansville in front
of a nationwide audience on ESPN
Feb. 25.·
Bradley delivered a blow to
Evansville Monday night in Peoria

a., the Br.ives escaped with a 76-70
win 10 move a game ahead of the
Aces in the Valley win column.
BU's schedule is one of the
league's toughest in the closing
weeks, as the Braves travel to
Illinois State Saturday and close the
sca.c;on campaign at Tulsa Feb. 25.
in addition to iL~ home showdown
withSIUC.
Valley newcomer Evarmille will
have to Hex it, muscle down the
stretch staning tonight at Illinois
State.
The Aces. who are shattering all
the MVC home attendance records
this sea.c;on, will probably i;ct a new
Roberts S1adium high Saturday
when UE hosL\ Tulsa.
And don't forget the Aces rematch with SIUC in Carbondale
Feb. 25.
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